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PADUCAH. KY., MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 21, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

RESULT OF VISIT PRET11 DORA CLARK BURCHAT LAST PAYS
Political Gossip FISH WINS APPARENTLY IN HIS
PENALTY OF FICKLENESS WITH HER LIFE-FIGHT FOR CONTROL OF THE
OF INSPECTOR TO
TWO MORE CRIMES CROWN MAD CAREER
PADUCAH YARDS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
One of the cleverest ruses yet perpetrated in this campaign was the apparently innocent interview of Mayor
D. A. Yeiser In the News-Democrat
Saturday, in connection with the
story of the Democratic tally at the
court house Friday night His intervie* was placed among those of men
who were present, for the purpose of
making it appear that all is lovely in
their camp and that Mayor Yeiser
was an interested auditor at that
meeting at which Judge Dave Cross,
Eugene Graves and Totn
Harrison
were the principal exponents of Democratic doctrine. Mayor Yeiser was
not there.

•

Illinois Central Officials Summoned to Appear Before Federal Tribunal at Louisville
Concerning Condition of
Train Equipment.
WHO

ARE

SUMMONED

THERE

Illinois Central officials from the
Tennessee and Louisville divisions of
the road are in Louisville today to
appear in federal court and answer
to alleged failure to comply strictly
to government regulations, regarding
safety appliances on trains. Summons to appear came as quietly and
unexpected as did a government Interstate commerce inspector two
weeks ago, and it Is said that officials
appearance in court today may be attributed directly to the inspector's
-eport.
Master Mechanic Joe H. Nash, Master Car Builder T. M. Baughan and
Foreman Thomas Bennett, of the car
shops, are the Paducah officials summoned, while Superintendent J. J.
Gaven, of Fulton, represents the Ten
nessee division. Mr. A. H. Egah,
superintendent of the Louisville division, is also in attendance, with
officials from Princeton, Central City
and other stations on the division.
Government regulations prescribe
that trains shall be sent out perfectly
protected with safety appliances. All
air hose must be sound, and brake
equipment in perfect condition. Hand
holds must be bolted on in certain
ways, and must be a specified distance from the ground. In short, de,
tails outlines by the government have
to be followed to the letter, and for
every failure the inspector reports
penalties vary, the usual penalty administered being a fine of $100.
No atatemeneof what the inspector
found wrong here, if anything, was
made, and it was presumed Paducah
escaped.

•

4
4

WHY HE WILL VOTE.
A well known Democrat in giving tot his friends Ids reasons for
his intention to cast his vote for
James P. Smith for mayor stated
the issues that confront the
voter* in a cornier, impressive
manner, when he said: ,"Paducab is a huge business enterprise:
Its total assessment is over ten
million dollars and its annual
expenditures in excess of a quarter of a million of dollars. If
We were seeking for a man to
put at the head of a preiate corporation, or business of any form
of equal magnitude, and JAIllet4
P. Smith and Toni Harrison were
applicants for ttupositioe, would
it require very much time for us
to decide which man was more
fitted by natune by experience,
and t'nvirounients to 101611/11e the
management? I think tint, and
for that reason Smith will get
my vote."

Three Violent Deaths Mark
Career of Spoiled Beauty and
Her Murder in Chicago Recalls Killing of Owen Clark
By Al Winfrey

Clem Whittemore, of Mayfield and
Frankfort, who is managing the local
Democratic campaign, returned early
Sunday morning from
Loulsvill.
where he Was in consultation with ti
chief, Henry Hines.

LAST ACT IN HUMAN TRAGEDY

Harriman Expects to Triumph in End
By Removal of Injunction on His
Proxies
Stockholders Will Meet Tomorrow
Morning to Elect Four Directors

At last retribution has overtaken
beautiful Dora Clark Burch and her
own life has paid the forfeit for her
a
fickleness. Three violent deaths hays
S. W, Hager, Democratic candimarked the course of her sensational
date for governor, left Sunday night,
Chicago, Oct. 21.—When the proxy Eith - Oi t1i.;1
th,tot.11 !mucareer, which began In Mc-Cracken
In company with Hon. John K. Hen(:omuilttee appointed by the contend- tar 01 shales is 23,914
or this
county and ended Saturday afternoon
drick, for Wickliffe to begin his
ing forces for the control of the Illi- amount Mr. Fish holds preales for
in her apartments in Chicago.
campaign in the First district. Mr.
nois/ Central railroad elosed its count s,s7s, and it is supposed that Mr.
When Paducah people read of the
Hager held a levee in the Palmer
Stuyvesant Fish had a majority of 40, Harritnan's attorneys iutend to has,.
murder of Mrs. Dawson E. Burch, in
House lobby Sunday morning and
06.s proxies, exclusive of those en- this vote cast out on the itrouute
her apartments, 9361 St. Lawrence
met many of his friends.
joined by Jude Ball.
that it might to be because the 256,avenue, Chicago, and the finding of
Inasmuch as ge) per cent of the 731 have been enjoined. and if he is
the' body of her husband lying beside
One of the subtle things of the vote has been counted and only the NUCC4 ysful, then he will be the
her, it recalled to their minds the
net
campaign is the way the particular letters .ere. els," -V," "X." "Y," and liner by over 6,1100 votes, in additiee
killing of Owen Clark at the home of
faction
of
Democracy
which
is
now
Mrs. Schaeffer on the Cairo road last
"Z" are to be counted the indications to laying himself open to the eh ,
posing as The Party, decries against point to a Fish victory in his prelim- of preventing stockholders trout e
December. by Al Winfrey, and the
negro domination and plays for the Mary skirmish for the control of the ing,
part Clark's beautiful wife, this same
colored vote. At the rally Friday Illinois Central railroad.
Mrs. Burch, played in the tragedy.
"We feel that if the Northern Senight men spoke from the platform
Mrs. Dora Burch was one of the 1. 61 „ A
It is possible that the Harriman curities case offers a precedetit that
%%hose political specialty is handling forces may throw in enough proxies Harriman's attorneys can not get
prettiest women who ever lived in Pa".•
the
he "colored dive" vote, and one man at the last hour tomorrow morning enjoined vote counted in an election
ducah. She was 26 years old and
"1
\
among
them
spoiled by the attention of her adwould
defeathave
oeen
to overcome the lead that Mr. Fish of Illinois Central directors.
EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND.
ed for office, but for the colored vote has, but the chances are against any
Flagman Guy Randall, of the Pa_ miters. Her maiden name was Dora
Didn't Meet Sunday,
Those very men, even now, are plan- such contingency. It was conceded
ducah district of the Illinois Central, Clenunnns•
--ning to carry certain colored
pre- last night by a member of the Harrison of Engineer Joe Randall, ties at
She separated from her husband,
Chicago,
Oct. 21.—There was no
Hon, who 'summoned assistance and
cincts by their usual methods. That man forces, who is acquainted with meeting yesterday of the committee
his home, at Ninth and Clark streets, Owen Clark, after a brief honeymoon
forced an entrance. The investiclass of colored voters doesn't want every detail of the situation, that Mr which is checking up the proxies of
seriously injured by a fall, and his and returned to 1:ve with her mother.
gators found the body of Mrs. Burch
office, but it does want freedom Fish would win in his encounter stockholders in the contest between
injury may prove permanent. The Clark then suspected that Dawson E. lying
across the bed. The body of
young flagman was coming into Pa- Burch, an engineer on the Illinois
from molestation.
but the statement was added that Mr E. II. Harriman and Stuyvesant Fish
Burch was on the floor. The windows
ducah yards on top of his caboose. Central railroad, had alienated her
Harriman would ultimately win be- for control of Illinois Central. The
of the room were locked. The bodies
He signalled for a stop, but the other affections, and he haunted the house
cause of the fact that he hoped to meeting was called off by L. C Fritch
were removed to Metz's undertaking
members of the crew had given the in search of Burch. One night he
have the injunction of Judge Ball on assistant to President Harahan, who
rooms, 1251 Seventy-fifth street.
signal ahead of him. He did not thought to surprise the lovers and
the 286,731 shares removed
and also represents Mr. Harriman on the
"Burch was 30 years old. His wife
know it. and when the train came to a suddenly appeared at the Schaeffer
there would be a majority too great joint committee. He said that it will
was 26 years of age. She was consudden stop he was unprepared.
residence.
But the caller was Al
require the utmost dispatch for the
to overcome.
sidered by her acquaintances as exFalltug from the bark of the ca- Winfrey and in the terrible fight
committee to finish its labors in time
ceedingly beautiful.Judge
Farrar,
counsel
Fish.
refor
boose he struck the rail on his back. which ensued, Winfrey killed -Tlark.
Mrs. Lturch's mother has been notiplying to this contention of Harriman to report to the stockholders meeting
His spine seems to have been inWinfrey came clear on trial, plead- fied of
Tuesday morning.
the tragedy and will have her
said:
jured.
ing self-defense.
daughter's body brought to Paducah
"In the ',resent fight thrre is Min
As soon as Mrs. Clark had attend- for
burial:
lutely no chance for us to lose uned the funeral of her husband at HopTenth Street Church.
kinsville, she returned to Paducah
less something is done that la the
Dr. Llewellyn, president of Mae and went to Chicago with Burch.
work of the trickster and crook.
field college, will preach at the Tenth
St. Louis, Oct. 21.—The special
Mertpolis. Ill., Oct. 21.— (Special.)
Murder and Suicide.
"Regarding the case now in enstreet Christian church next Sunday.
balloon weather forecast today indi—The cigaret law is being enforced
The subsequent and concluding
— —
—
cates that the balloons in the inter- joinder, I feel that Fish a Ill win out here. The first victim was Brown
chapter of the tragedy is told in the
Soldiers to Get Pay.
national race for the Bennett cute there. Let me be clearly understood. Cross'and, a colored boy, who would
following dispatch from Chicago:
which will ascend at 4 o'clock this Fish is not attacking the sight of any not work nor go to school, but smoke
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 21. (Special.)
"Dawson E. Burch returned to his
afternoon, will sail nbrtheasterly stockholder to cast his vote. In the clgarets all the time. He was sent to
—A check from Captain Calhoun for
home. 9361 St. Liewrense avenue, unfrom here. There are nine entries. stock held by the corporatiens, out- the school for delinquents at St.
$1.95e was received from the federal
expectedly Saturday morning after a
Everything is ready for the flight.
memgovernment for the rejected
Charles.
week's absence. In the afternoon he
The inflation began at 1 and it is
bers of the First, Second and Third
and his wife, Flora, were found dead
expected all the gas bags will be filled
regiments in the Spanish war.
That Ben Weille has persuasive In the bedroom of their flat, each
three hours later.
with
a
bullet
wound
in
the
right
temconversational powers has long been
Griffith Brewer, the English enIt seems probable now that the silple.
Rand Concert in Metropolis.
an established fact; but a party of
"A revolver containing two empty ver service for the gunboat Paducah trant, arrived at the concourse at 7
The Paducah Military band, Wil- friends, who were with Ben Sunday
Miss Catherine A. Brady. le years
cartridge shells lay within six inches will be ready for the presentation today and at 9 a. m. the balloons
liam Deal, director, will give a conold, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A.
evening, when they were held
up
were
ready
for
inflation.
Twenty
of the man's right hand. That .he Tuesday, November 26. The Mauser
cert In Metropolis Thursday night. A
Brady, died at her home in Evansthreatened and abused in Ballard
killed his wife and then himself is the Manufacturing company, which is soldiers guard each gas bag and a
special program haa been arranged.
ville, Saturday, after a lingering illcOunty, are willing to testify that he
conclusion of the police. Jealousy of doing the work for J. L. Wolff, in signal corps amn helps with the inThe band has made a decided bit eit
ness of lung trouble. She was the
never talked more effectively than he
flation.
The
balloons,
it
is
now
exreply
to
a
letter
from
Mayor
Yeiser,
a dentist living In Grand Crossing Is
Metropolis.
sister of Clerk John Brady, of tho
did at that critical moment.
as
pected,
will
go
up
Mississippi
the
stated
that it requires 46 days to
given by them and by neighbors as
Cowling.
Mr. Weille, Will Cochran and Owen his motive. The trip out of town was complete work of the kind required far as northern Illinois. then northSues to Oust Grainger.
east toward Lake Mithtgak or across
of
making
a
tour
in
the
Woodward
were
contract,
but
a
night
force
will
taken
by
Burch
to
accompany
his
Paducah High school will be a
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 21. (Special.)
Mr. Weille's auto- niece, 12 years old, to her home in be put on and the work will be com- northern Indiana and Michigan to member of the Southwestern Ken—The county attorney on the advice Ballard county in
LON'
Huron
or
Lake
Erie,
and
possiby
pleted
afternoon
likely
November
23.
If
is
Louisville at the conclusion of her
tucky High School Oratorical associaof the attorney general sues to oust mobile, and late in the
that the navy department will be noti- bly into Canada.
tion, and as soon as the association
ex-Mayor Grainger from the state while they were waiting near Ingle- visit to Chicago. He obtained two
Kel- weeks' leave of absence from his work fied of a date set for the presentation
Wiliam Rlepe, 35 years ol !
Is formed, representatives will be
racing commission on the grounds side for another party with Leo
well known as a machinist for the Illinois Central within a week after November 26.
elected and sent to Hookinsville, Proniinent farmer of Massa('
that Grainger vacated the place by ler, Tony Walters, a
railroad, intending to visit Louisville,
iieere the first meeting will be held. III., died Sueday morning at 5..10
taking a position on the Louisville character, driving a horse to a cart
apparently where he and his wife formerly lived SOUTHERN PEANUT
road
and
The
decision
was announced this u elock. He was the nephew of Mrs.
came
up
the
water board
COMPANY A BANKRUPT.
Frani; Kirchoff and Mrs. Mary Voeldrove his horse into the auto. The at 114 West Jacob street. He changed
New York, Oct. 21.—A petition in morning by Principal W. H. Sugg.
Prof. W. A. Evans, a teacher in lel and of liermen and Henry Baileerbeels of the cart were broken and his plans and returned within the
involuntary bankruptcy was filed toFederal Judge Walter Evans at day against
Walters, they say, drew a pistol on week.
s his
Neville— avid
to C. and Arthur P. Hopkiesvilie High school, who acted mer.
"Mrs. Charles Bradley, who occu- Louisville, has declared the Southern Heinze and Max A. Scheltze, partners as coach for the Hopkinivilie foot- young v.- fte. The tunersl will take
Mr. Weille and began to abuse the
Peanut company, this city, a bank-crowd. After he had abused them pies the fiat under the Burch apartin the firm of Otto Heinze & company, ball team here Saturday, Is the prig-, plata. Tuesday morning at the GerA meeting of the Paducah Bar as- members of the party say, he threat- ments, told the police that Burch en- rupt, and has referred the ease to by attorneys for Gross & Kleeberg. nator or the association idea, and man leitheren clitirsh
;11
Massa , .
sedation was held in the circuit court ened to shoot---Mr. Weille unless Mr tered quietly by means of his latch Referee in Bankruptcy E: W./13agby Other claims amount to $325,000. It conferred with Principal Sege while eouttly.
to
take
proof—.Referee
Bagby
will
before
9
Saturday
o'clock,
and
key
shortly
o'clock
room this morning at 10
is charged they preferred payments. here. It is his Idea to form an assoVieille should pay him $75 for wreckresolutions of respect and honor to ing his cart. Here Mr. Weille re- morning. Almost immediately he set the rat hearing whenpape rs arciation of Hopkinsville, Paducah,
hastened out and walked rapidly rive from Louisville officially anthe late Judge Lorenzo Dow HusOwensboro, Henderson, Madisonville,
gained his power of speech. and to
General
Booth
Better.
away. He returned within half an nouncing Judge Evans' act. '
bands were read, adopted and ordered
Princeton and other eities in western
use his own words: "I just talked
Chicago, Oct. 21.—Physicians at Kentucky. The object
hour, closing the front door behind
printed in the daily newspapers. Ciris to stimulate
him out of the notion of 'Mooting." him.
noon today revoked the prediction
Held to the Grand Jury.
Mrs. Bradley also heard some
Fulton was int.-Te,tod Sunday niele
cuit Judge William Reed ordered the
an interest in the Work.
Mr. eVellie and the other members of one lock the door of the bedroom.
Salvation
that
General
Booth,
of
the
Reynolds.
Charles
colored, charged
resolutions spread on a separate page
Parent Days Arninged.
In a visit -from three
the time that Quiet ensued and she
the
party
believed
at
two
for
be
in
bed
Army,
would
heard nothing by Josh Stringer, his neighbor, with
of the order book. Speeches eulogizSuperintendent 'John A. Carnagee road dii.ecte,e, and
some one of them would undoubtedly more in the flat all day. The pollee throwing his child under Stringer's weeks and announced the general
ing the late jurist were made by Athas announced his "Parents' Day" their preselice was
eit
torneys D. H. Hughes, William Mar- be killed, and when they succeeded ascertained that in Bureh's essence house to die, waived examination be- would probably leave the city Wed- dates. They are: Jefferson school, the little eal:road center, bend:eels
they
fellow
recuperative
in
getting
fro
the
away
v
great
nesday.
It
is
his
fore
County
Judge
R.
T.
from
the
house
he
drew
his time at
Lightfoot
ble, Charles K. Wheeler, D. G. Park
Wednesday afternoon: Washington flocked to the station to get is view
breakneck
speed
for the car shops.
started at
and was held to the grand jury. The power that caused the change in the and Longfellow, Thursday afternoon: of the greet mete
and J. C. Flournoy.
Cortirtine -Vaneer.
statement.
physician's
Woodville,
"The postman's inability to gain a negroes reside in the Clark's river
McKinley, Friday morning: Frani:11e hilt, John Jacob Astor and W. W.
This morning affidavits were sent response to his rings at 5:30 o'clock neighborhood.
and Lee. Friday afternoon.
Goelet, who play important mitts ,n
to the Ballard county authorities tor in the afternoon caused Mrs. Bradley
THE WEATHER..
The reception to parents will take the affairs of the Illinois Centre .
'
warrant for Walter's arrest and to become alarmed, as she knew that
Mitchell
in
John
Pain.
place at recess, Principal Sugg, of were there and they remained in Felhe will be prosecuted.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 21.—John
neither Burch nor his wife had left
the High school, extends a special in- ton over night. The trio traveltil in
Mr. Fred Roth, the undertaker, rethe flat. She notified Policeman Mitchell, the miners' president, had
vitation to the High school alumni to private car No. 3 and left for Chicago
ceived the following letter this mornCrowley, of the Grand Crossing sta- e bad night and is now nrich weaker
atteed,
this morning on train No 102
Pearl
ing, concerning the death of
Attendants say his illness is causing
Miss Mary Owen Murray, of the
Wade (colored), known as Pearl
him terrible suffering.
Washington school, is Ill today.
Pendleton, who was killed by Alex
Miss Jessie Cloys, teacher of the
D.,
preThe
Creech,
D.
Rev.
W.
L.
Wade (colored), Saturday, October 5
fourth grade, Lee school, i ill today
Louisville
district
siding
elder
of
the
at Second and Washington streets:
and Miss Cora Richardson, of the
Stamboul, La., Oct. 21.—"We got
Owensboro, Ky., Oct. 18.—Mr of the Methodist Episcopal church,
cadet class, is her substitute.
yesterday
morning and
three bears, six deer, one wild turkey,
Mattel efinger Co—this is a letter to preached
of Owensboro,
New Yolk. Oct. 21.—It developed
twelve squirrels. one duck, one 'posheare from Pearle Wad where Was evening at the Mechanicsburg M. E.
as the result of the 'arrest of Hugh
sum and one wildcat. We ate them
she shoot, and what part of the city church. He delivered two strong and
was heard by
Voecks, charged with attempting to
all except the wildcat, and there were
and where did you get her at and was forcible sermons and
congregations. It was Dr.
large
Hitchcock, the
blackmail Raymond
times when we almost felt as if we
she at a wine MOM or was She at a
Creech's first round of quarterly apactor, that a plan to extort•money
Ed C. Harlan, 38 years old, a na- could eat it." This was President
dance are was she on the street and
pointments for the new conference
had also been devised against Wile
tive of Paducah, died in Lawton. Roosevelt's summing of the results of
when and what time did you get her
year. He held the quarteily conferHam Astor Chanler, the millionairel
Oklahoma, October 14, and news of his hunt on Bayou Tenses and Bear
and waht did she have on did she
ence on Saturday night at the chu
According to the police
Politician.
his death reached Paducah this morn- lake.
have eclock on and blue skirt anddid
No changes were made in the office
who arrested Voesks, the prisoner ading in a letter to Police Captain
The chief executive arrived at 3
they erest any one are did they not
board for this year. The church is
mitted that he had hoped to get
Frank Harlan, his uncle. Edward o'clock yesterday afternoon at the
and where did you get her trunk this
growing along all the lines of work,
money from Chanler. The story that
Cross Harlan was born in Paducah residence of Leo Sheet's. where he
is all answer soon and let me know
especially the Senior Epworth league
Voecks was repeating to Hitchcoek In
October 23, 1869, and was reared in was a guest until he made his deall you can I will be every some and Sunday school is developing finethe presence of the police had to de
this city. He was the son of Mr. W. parture for Vicksburg.
rnutch oblige to you
ly., The Ladies' Aid society will meet
with A ease that came qp in the cell- ,
He Harlan, pow ef Bardwell,, and, ."Was the,,'poesum .good?" be was
this is her sister
tonight at 7:30 o'clock for reorganidren's court on March 20. when
Fair tonight MO Tuesday, Not went to Oklairoma in 1896. He asked.
ANNIE MILLER
zation at the church. -The mid-week
Agent Pisarre, of the childretee so- math ehitngea in temperature. . High- leareg his father, several brothers and
."Absolntely the best dish IVA had,
1022 Hall street.
prayer service *ill be held at 7:30
clety, arraigned for waywardness vete eat temperature yesterday, 70; lowest sisters, a wife and three children. except the bear's liver," he reepondel
Owensboro, Ky.
o'clock on Wednesday evening.
eral girls.
today; 42.
with relish."
The body was burled in Lawton.

FLAGMAN'S SPINE
INJURED BY FALL
FROM CABOOSE

.

BALLOONS START
NORTHWARD FROM
ST. LOUIS TODAY

CIGARET UNDER BAN.

AUTOMOBILISTS ARE
GIVEN BAD SCARE
ON BALLARD ROAD

SILVER SERVICE
FOR THE PADUCAH
READY NOV. 26

ORATORY WILL BE
ENCOURAGED BY
AN ASSOCIATION

MISS BRADY DIES.

MR. WILLIAM RIEPE.

HEINZE LATEST?

EULOGIES OF BAR.

FULTON'S RICH GUESTS.

SOME MUTCH OBLIGE.

DR. CREECH SPOKE.

POSSUM BEST DISH..

HON. E. T. FRANKS

A NASTY CASE.

•

Will speak at the

KENTUCKY THEATER
on the issues

TONI011T

ED. C. HARLAN.

0

WOMEN SUFFER HARRIMAN WILL
TELL THE STORY

Many women suffer in silence and
drift along from bad to worse,kuretiring well that they ought to ham
'Immediate assistance.
How many women do you know
who are perfectly 'A ell and strong?
Thecause may be easily traced to
some feminine derangement which
manifests Obeli' iii depression of
spirita, reluctance to go anywhere
or do anything, backache, draggiug
sensations, flatulency, nervousness,
and sleeplessness.
These symptoms are but warnings
that there is danger ahead, and unless heeded, a life of suffering or a
serious operation ia the inevitable
The best remedy for all
result
these symptoms is

Ir mazy MAN
-4---

TELEGRAPHERS

emind Eating an titan. Shell and An
People Are A

At

A crazy man was recently found TIRED OUT BY THEIR LONG
eating an egg, shell and all, and it
STRUGGLE.
was declared additional proof of hie
insanity, as every one realizes thhat
How He Secured Control oh the the shell of an egg has no food value,
and is both indigestible and injurious. :quay of Striking Key Men Are ReChicago Alton
It is just as crazy for a sane.persou
ported as Ready to Return to
to swallow a lot of cod liver oil to
Work.
get the benefit of the medicinal eleHe Got Control of Illinois Central to ments contained therein, as for the
crazy man to eat the egg, shell and
Give Him Connection to
all.
Chic-ago, Oct. 21.-Evidence tha;
Omaha.
Scientists agree that the oil or the striking telegraphers had grown
MISS JULIE FLORENCE WALSH
greasy part of cod liver oil has no tired of the ten weeks' strife against
medicinal value whatever, and only the telegraph companies was sen toCOMMISSION, upsets the stomach aud retards re- day, when it was reported by men:THE COMMERCE
Oc.tober
covery, but it is the medicinal ele- hers of the Operators' union that 50
You all know them-a housemade from native roots and herbs. No other medicine in the country has
ments enveloped in the cods' livers men had siguified their intention of
hold word.
received such widespread anti unqualified endorsement. No other mediand their oil which represent all the applying for employment Monday at
cine has such a record of cures of female ills.
Absolutely gUarante tog "your money's
Union
and
the
Western
fathe
offices
of
tonic
of
that
inside
and
cqrative
power
-The
New
21.
York,
Oct.
Miss./. F Walsh, of 325 W. atith St., New York City, writeo-"Lydia
worth or your money back."
the Postal Telegraph companies. The
history of the financing of the Chi- mous old remedy.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has been of inestimable value in
new this season, presenting
Evetythiog
medicinal
among
the
report
commotion
caused
Vinol
caused
wide
contains
all
which
cago & Alton railroad is expeeted to
restoring my health. Y suffered from female illness
the float elaborate, epectacular electric
dreadful headaches. dizziness, and dull pains in my back, but your
come to light this week when Edward curative elements of cod liver oil, the leaders of the strike movement,
medicine soon brought about a change in my general condition, built
first part setting ever known in minH. Harriman and Otto H Kuhn, of but Is entirely free from oil, and is who immediately denied its truth.
me up and made me perfectly well.''
A strong reaction in favor of S. J.
strelsy. New soogs. sweet singers.
company, will appear therefore, the best strength creator
Kuhn.
Loeb
&
Complaints,
Female
cores
Vegetable
Compound
Pinkham's
Lydia E.
before the federal court in this city and tonic reconstructor possible to Small, former president of the TelegPrices 25e, 35c, 50c and 75c.
each as Backache. Falling anti Displacements. inflammation and Ulceraraphers' union, has also set in. The
*
to show cause why the petition of the obtain.
tion. and organic diseases. It is invaluable in preparing for child-birth
Seats
on sale Tuesday 9 a. m.
company.
An
white
all
operThe reason Vlnol is so far superior former president's order to the
commission
and during the Change of Life. It cures Nervous Prostration, Headache,
interstate
commerce
trust to
oil
and
and
to
ators
to
return
to
work
the
liver
old-fashioned
cod
General Debility, and invigorates the whole system.
should not be granted calling upon
because it is made by future legislative measures to win
both men to appear before it and an- emulsions is
ecientine, extractive and concentrat- their battle when they were not weakinvitod
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FOUGHT RESCUERS.
ing process from' fresh cods' liters. ened by a strike siege is now said to been explatned on a businetis basis.
write Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Maas. Her advice is free.
clined to answer on the advice of
Manager Nelson. however, returncombining with peptonate of iron all be appreciated by members of the
counsel at the hearing held by the
the .medicinal, healing, body-build- union who were foremost in their de- ed yesterday from Milwaukee, where And, Though Only Hip Deep in Water,
commission in this city last winter. ing
Cooper Was Drowned.
he was in conference with American
etements of cod liver oil, but no nunciation of Small's peace action.
The questions which Messrs. Harassociation magnates, and made the
eye hurt, and the coach eould not let
riman and Kuhn declined to answer, oil.VInot is unexcelled to restom
Middletown, 0., Oct. 21.-Henry
statement that the Gunther park
him play.
the
would be the location of t he new Cooper, aged 33, was drowned at
Earle, the largvst boy on the H. H. for the most part, had to do with the health and create strength for runafterAlton road down. debilitated, tired, overworked
Chicago club, if one was placed here State Dam, north of town, this
team, in trying to tackle Cave, fell financing of the Chicago &
was at
Harri- I people, old people, weak women,
IL is belleved.generally that the St noon. Cooper with others
*
hack on his head and was knocked The first question which Mr.
the
of
reconstruction
the
answer,
work,
on
declined
to
upon
the
adman
ailing
chilnursing
puny,
mothers,
transfetred
to
this
b ). The II. 11. 5. team not having
Paul club will be
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dam for the state below the apron
vice of his counsel, related to the pur- dren, convalescents, or for people sufinvasion takes place.
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if
the
more
were
thinking
KINSVILLE HIGH.
when he was seized with cramps.
of playing with ten men, but the P chase by Mr. Harriman of Chicago & fering with hard colds, hacking JOHN DAVIS ACcUSED ole (TTAlthough he was in water only hip
Alton
and
the
amount
of
such
stock,
and
consumption
coughs,
incipient
WITH
KNIFE.
TING
HIM
H. S. gave them a rest and they took
Fred Tenery to Be Deposed,
deep he fought off the two men who
subsequent
mile.
Mr.
purchase
and
bronchitis.
Try
it.
If
It
fails
we
will
the little fellow Dabney back into
Boston, Mass.. Oct. 21.1-011 talk to tried to save him and drowned beHarriman is also charged with refus- return your money. %V. B. McPherPaducah Players Sheeed Cp in Good the game.
the contrary, it is one good bet that ofer their eyes.
Stock son, Druggist, Paducah, Ky.
H. 11. S. now got the ba:i on downs ing to tell how much preferred
only will not manFeem in Fire on Home
Cooper, who hailed from LawrenceBlade Penetrated His Spine and Case Fred Tenney not
and played some fast ball and made of the Union Pacific he owned, nor
Grounds,
age the Boston National league club burg. Ind., lived with his wife and
Was Howie-ea From Firstexplain
that
the
he
uould
holdings
of
some large gains. They used the
next season, but that re will not be three children in a tent at the dam.
The Charge.
forward pass repeatedly, but when H. H. Rogers, H. C. Frick and himon the team, going to some other club Two brothers in Cincinnati were notiself were of Atchison. Topeka at San.
P. H. S. settled down and got the ball
in return for a first baseman. Presi- fied and will take charge of the litodY.
Paducah High school defeated Hop on downs, Tucker made a long quar- ta Fe stock. Mr. Harriman also relent Dovey says that at no stage of
connection
fused
state
the
Of
to
kinsville High school Saturday after- ter bark sun which brought applause
Charles Grace, colored, died this ;Se proceedings has he told any one
Pale Delicate Women and Girls.
Kuhn, Loeb & company with the
Mrs. John Bunchman snd daugh- morning at Riverside hospital of in- Tenney had given satisfaction, and The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTEneon at Wallace park by the score of from the small crowd.
transaction,
that
firm
having
acted
as
II H. S. now got the ball on down
juries inflicted more than a month that he did not know where he could LESS CHILL TONIC drives out mater are visiting in Kentucky.
11 to 0. The teams were of nearly
broker in the purchase Of the Stnta
Misses Mabel and Lena Shelton ago by John Davis, a white boy.
the same weight and the High school,and made long gains by their fast
laria and bunds up the system. For
secure a better man.
Fe
stock.
Davis and Grace got Into a quarrel
of Paducah are visiting Mrs. Eugene
showed that the team has profited I play. Time was called out and H. H
grown people and children, Soc.
Mr. Harriman also refused to an- Lafont. Mks Mabel has been sing- at a gravel pit near Paducah. and
never near the P. H. S. goal
by the weakness developed in the CalTake home a box of candy occasley game a week before. The play- The final score was 11 to 0 in favor swer questions in regard to buying ing at the Congregational and M. E Grace is alleged to have attacked the ionally to sweeten your 'Itrife's temBut the more a man knows the less
Ie.:neve shares of Illinois Central churches.
white boy with a stick, Inflicting per.
ing was 50 per cent better in every or P. H. S.
he has to say about his knowledge.
The girls of the High school de- stock, as well as most of the quesway. The boys had a chance to show
Dave West is back from Marion wounds on his bead. Davis pulled out
what they can do against a team serve great credit for the rooting tions put to him concerning the facts where he has been visiting Tom Mc- a knife and stabbed his adversary.
they did. There were only's few of under which the famous 10 Ptfennal Coyn and family, formerly of this The knife penetrated the spine and
their own size.
the negro's case was considered hopeSouthern Pacific dividend was de- place.
The game was called at 3:50, and the P. II. S. teachers present.
clared, and whether or not he profitProf. Evans-Referee.
Mr. Charles Howard is home from less fro mthe outset.
as the teams lined up there was litDavis is out on bond. This morned by the sudden and rapid apprecia- St. Louis. He has been clerking on
John Brooke-Umplre.
tle difference in the weights of the
:ng in police court cases against both
tion of that stock following the divi- the Lee Line wharfboat.
players. The Paducah High school
Felix at. John-Time Keeper.
boys, charging Davis with malicious
James Ooebyan and Mr. Lawson dend. Neither would he Lay whether
Mrs. 24ary T. Jones and
grandaveraged about 135 pounds
cutting and Grace with malicious aswhile the Hopkinsvitle :High school Tascon, of Hopkinsville, were lines he purchased any of the stock that daughter, Miss Mary Beaumont, are
sault, were railed but continped, pend
he might pro& by it.
men.
Averaged about 130 pounds.
home from a visit to her daughter, ins
action of the coroner.
Mr. Kuhn is charged with declin- Mrs. Effie Cochran, in Texas.
Both teams played fine ball and
Prof. Evans, of Hopkiesville. was
ing
to
answer
questions
explaining
referee and was always fair in his there never was a sign of a dirty play
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kine and their
decisions. Ile Is also coach for the by either aide. The line-up was as the connection of Kuhn. Loeb & Co., daughter, Mrs. Nellie Lawrence, are
with the purchase of the 105,00.0 visiting in Golconda.
follows:
team.
Heptown had the kick off and
High School- G. Hart, c; W shares of Illinois Central stock on AuMiss Tony Copeland •leited in PaReader got the ball but made only Rock, I. g.; G. Burton, I. t.; C. Ee- gust 9, 194)6, for the Union Pacific ducah Wednesday.
High perheimen r. t.; E. Cave, r. b.; (11 at 175, nor would he say what part
Mrs. George Quante. and Mrs. P
a short run. The Paducah
1 lbair
ialr*
.
school had the ball and went through Elliott, I. h.. captain; F. Luftenburg of the stock, if any, was held for the 0. Johns she attending to lodge busi- 011"
i"irdtit
the line quite easily for several big f b.; W. Wilhelm, I. e.; C. Reader benefit of directors of the Union 'Pa- ness in Bloomington this week.
bat
Coburies Greatera
"11
J.
A.
P Puryear,
W. F. Paxton,
R. Rudy,
eine road.
r. e.; J. Tucker, q, b.; G. Scott, C.
Circuit Clerk Morris and wife are
talus.
Minstrels?"
('ashier,
Assistant Cashier.
President.
Mr. Kuhn hap, already expressed in men
,tine week.
was leileh H. List, sub.; J. Cochran, sub.
At. this point there
It is the newest, swellest. most pr
Miss Jessie Tenter has returned gressive company of up-to-date, hut'
Wrangling. ThiAladocali non obIfopkineville-Red, c.; Long, 1. his willingness to answer the quesjected to being penalized for hurdling ge Abbott, r. g ; Feland, r.. t.; Earle tions when next called upon by the to Memphle after quite an extended ling, wide awake, singers, dancer,but the referee was firm and had his 1. t.; Dabney, I. e.: J. Breathitt. I. en interstate commerce commission and visit with her sister, Mrs. Ellis Wood. comedians, musicians, athletes, noJim Breathitt. q. b., captain; Meach- It is believed that Mr. Harriman will
Oscar Ragland atended to bust- eity and vaudeville minstrel perforn
own way.
The Paducah team made repeated am, I. h.; Techenor, f. b.; Cravens: likewise change front and give the ness In Brookport and Paducah yes- ers that can., be gotten together by
ineereeraied
desired
information. The law under terday.
gains and kept In the II H. S. terri- r. h.; Mitten sub.; R Meacham, sub
live manager," says the advan, •
which the interstate commerce comtory. They went through the line
George King is attending to busi- agent. "They are the clan, whose
$100.000
Capital
mission derives its authority
pro- ness in Brookport today.
and seldom leo the ball on downs.
Football Iteenits.
energy, ideas, ability and efforts com50,000
Surplus
des for the punishment Of any perWiliam Wilhelm, left end for PaEd Stevens and wife have returned bine to form and present to the minsWet.
son or persons who refuse to answer home from their honeymoon trip.
Stockholder, liability.
100,000
ducah, made the first touch down
Chicago, 42; leinois, G.
trel loving patrons of every city they
such questions as the commission
The ball was passed to Eliott, who
Marriage licenses hotted: T. 0 visit, a first-class evening's entertainMinnesota, S; Ni I,raska, 5.
may
them.
propound
to
$250,000
Total security to depositors
ran five yards and threw the ball to
Michigan, 22; Wabash, 0.
Phelps and Melissa Ex Hooker; Wil- ment and relaxation. They are 11
Iowa. 21; ',lino-Hsi, e.
Wilhelm. "Skeet" had a little lead
Harriman's Moth e.
liam Kingcald and Queen Lillard; 'live wires' in minstrelsy, with id.
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited, We appreciate
De Pauw, 17; Mims', 6.
and e as never in danger of getting
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
Chicago, Oct. 21.-An interesting Herbert Xi. Voight and Cora Wal- of their own which will not pert:
Ohio State. 6: Wooster, 6.
caught. Cave failed to kick goal and
Bertha them to become 'chair warmers,' hasdisclosure is made of an atempted bright; John Foreman and
courteous treatment.
Kansas, 15: OSiahorea, 0.
the score was 5 to 0 in favor of P
deal of Harriman's in 1902 which, if Floyd; Luther Dick and Irma Ham- beens,"1111-ins' and second row suDrake, 26; Coe, 0.
It S.
Dottie per-numeraries of the much heralded
successful, would have changed the 'in, Avery L. Shaffer and
Washburn, 34; Haskell Indians, 0. western railroad situation and might Smith.
HopkInsville kicked off and Burrnamoth productions. They are the
Creighton, 29; Highland Park, 5. have "left
ton got the ball. Paducah lost the
Stuyvesant Fish secure in
great
'Barlow Minstrels' reorganized
St.
Louis U.. 6; Arkansas. 6,
ball but got it back again when the
his contfol of the Illinois Central.
TO (TIRE A COLD IN ONE DAY. under the direction of J. A. Coburn,
Washington U., 5; Drury, 6.
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Hopkinsville punted.
;This was an effort to buy up the Chi- Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine one of the most energetic and proRipon College. 150- Beloit, 0.
Right after this In trying to break
cago Great Western in the interests Tablets. Druggists refund
in
the
minstrel
directoss
gressive
money It
Kenyon, 11; Heidelberg, 0.
up an interference, Dabrrey, the litof the Union Pacific. Shortly after it fails
Everything new, novel
to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- country."
School of Mines, 75; Wyoming, 0.
tle left end, was knocke.1 out for a
the fight between Harriman and the
bright and entertaining, at the Kei.
Iowa Normal, 12; Morningsidee 0.
nature is on each box, 25e.
while. He boon got over it and
Hill-Morgan forces for the control of
tucky on Wednesday, October 23.
Illinois Normal, 6. Knox, 0.
'wished to play but the coach would
the Northern Pacific 'in 1501, HarriEarlham, 30; Wittenberg, 5.
NEW RECORD.
not let him.
man saw that he would have to obLawrence, 27; Hamlin., 0.
Church Program.
Paducah punted and .in the first
Colorado, 17; Agricultural C., 13. tain a permanent connection between Made By the Champion Typewriter
Following
is the program of•the
Luttenburg
mades
pass Ropkinsville
Omaha and, Chicago. The traffic arEast.
First Christian church recital_ for
While Bitudfolded,
caught the ball, which was thrown.
rangements
between
the
Union PaYale, 0: West Point, 0.
New York, Oct. 21.-Miss Rose L. Wednesday
., October 23:
and made a large gain.
and the Northwestern was not Fritz, champion typewriter, made &
Princeton, 40; W. and J., 0.
1. The Afterwhiles-James
Padurdb .ow tried to force a
secure because of the close relations new record today, when she wrote Riley.
Pennsylvania, 11; Brown, 0'.
the ball
pass. Wilhelm received
between J. P. Morgan and the Van- front dictation an average of 97
Murree', CO Annapolis, 0:2, Selection from opera Marthafrom Elliott and flew down the field
derbilts, who control the Northwest- words a minute for 30 minutes, while
Carlisle, 15; Buckneln 0.
Smith.
Cave kicked goal and the score was
ern. Hill had the Burlington, the blindfolded. She actually wrote 3,032
Seracuttee 9; Williams-, 0e_
3. A Sac-ed Trial-Kellogg.
II to O.
Penn State, 8; Cornell, 6.
Moores had the Rock Island and words in the half hour, but lost 95
4. Moonlight Ssinata-Beethoven
-The firstilhalf was then sailed and
Lafayette, 21: Colgate, 0.
there were two Morgan directors on words as a penalty for 19 mistakes.
5. Going of the White Swan-after a short rest P. H. S. kicked off
Lehigh. 11: Phila. Medico Chi., 0. the board of the St. Paul. The Chi- Miss Fritz's former record was 94
Gilbert
'Parker.
not
gain
and
could
who
S.
to H. H.
Georgetown, 10; Maryland, 0.
cago Great Western was then selling words a minute. The exhibition took
6. a. Harmonies Du Soir-PachPaducah got the ball.
Amherst, 11; Trinity, 0.
around 25 and Harriman sent an Place at the business show at Madiuiski; b. The Butterfly-Grief.
Hopkinsville got the ball back
Dartmouth, 27; Maine, 0,
agent to London to make terms with son Square Garden.
7 A Woman in a Shoe Shop-Camagain on down.
Tufts, 23; Wesleyan, 0.
the English interests that controlled
eron.
Mass. A. C.. 10; Holy Cross, 0.
Then came some fast playing, the
the road. He offered a liberal price
S. En Automne-Moszkowskt.
Colby. 5; Bates, 0.
P. H. S. got the ball again on downs
but they demanded par and the nego9. Spoken Song-Selected.
Bowdoin, 0. tiations fell tbrongh. From that
New Hainp. State,
and tried the forward pass but fence
day
]fl. Medley of Old Favorites-SeEleter, G; Harvard freshmen, 0.
and was penalized 15 yards.
dated the determination of Harriman
lected.
Andover,
Aeademyen
play
12;
Worcester
In a scrimmage after the
to secure control of the Illinois Cen11. a. Victor of Marengo-Anon;
Swarthmore, 30; G. Washington, 0.
Long, a Hopkinsville boy. had his left
tral, even if it meant the ousting of
b. Lullaby-Paul Lawrence Dunbar.
his former friend Fish.
12.
March
Militaire-Scbubert
No woman's happlLansig.
complete
etiet
Back to Jail and Happy.
13. How the La Rue Stakes Were
re
xlviststo tr) children;
i ldor
Fred Crossling, colored, found that
- It's a safer
Te1ephorse
Lost-Heod.
4
is her nature to love he could not withstand longings for
quicker messenger than a
14, Hungarian Raphsody No. 2farmiliar scenes and surroundings and
boy or girl.,
Liszt.
as much so as it is was this morning held ovee to the
15. Spoken Songs-Selected.
Tolophorear-We can get the
to love the beau- grand jury tfnder a $100 bond for •
medicine or goods to you
petit
larceny.
He
is
now
in jail once
tiful and pure.
quicker than your boy could
Some Baseball Talk.
again, and happy. Crossling. or CrossThe critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must
00111e to us.
Chicago, Oct. 21.-Rumors have
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the land, as he is sometimes called, had
Toleophirsrve- It saves waits,
been in constant circulation creditlus,
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no the misfortune to lose his wife's aftrouble and expense. Try it.
the Ameriean association with a defection.
He
was
soon
after
convicted
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
!sire to invade Chicago, and possibly
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event of stealing lead piping and selling it.
Our Telephone No. is
'other major league cities, and club
several
months
In
jail
followed
and
It
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
!owners of the association have bee
was only last week that he was disremedy is always ap180
ilottd in the denunciation of thee
charged. He had been a "trusty" and
lied externally, and
present
felt at tase. When Mr. Harry _Livcondition under organis-e
Both Phonom
I Ineorpernted.)
as carried thousands
, baseball law. Several conferences 01
ingston missed a lot of braes and iniTHE'HOUSE. OF QUALITY.
of women through the
more or lees mysterious Import hay,
stituted a search, Crossling was
trying crisis without suffering.
lbeen held. ,The magnates, however
found with the brass.
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have declined to discuss their ptan.
por tar t
'Self. love is the only brand of lote
Store
or hace denied having any of a beingDrug
Th BradtleIS Regulater Co , Atlantanas.
Preen nature: The conferences here'
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to our recent fire we
OWING
are offering a number of

Woman's
Nightmare

e finest Shot Guns and Rifles
at greatly reduced prices, though
they are just as good as new.
This sale affords a very unusual
opportunity to the sportsman
who likes to carry only the
highest grade of fire arms and
yet has the foresight to take advantage of

Children Can't
Always Remember

&early Reduced Prices

f

other's
pe
rien

I

McPHERSON'S

of

Prieeken VCII

t.

se,

Fifth and Jefferson Sts.

Both Phones 176

- they please because they have nearly one hundred advantages not found in ordinary stoves they please
because they save fuel, time and trouble they please because they are made easy to acquire and pay for
under our present generous offer.
—this is the last week of this great approval sale.
don't miss the opportunity of getting "the stove of the day" for
thorough and free test, —let us tell you about the plan and the stoves today.
$1.00 cash $1.00 a week
will buy this nice
Chase Leather Couch

—this is the famous McDougall
Kitchen Cabinet—a fit companion piece for a Buck's steel
range—this week it is
very special at

$24

1

a week pays for any Buck's
stove sent to your home
on approval.

—the secret of the great heating

—Buck's hard coal baseburner is

—the base of a Buck's baseburner

capacity of Buck's hard coal base-

as handsome as it is possible for a

is always hot, which assures the

burner lies in the flue system—

stove to be—it is generously orna-

heating of the floor, as vt ell as the

note the great radiating surface of

mented with extra heavy, non-

ceiling of the room in which it is

these spacious flues.

tarnishable silver-nickel.

operated.

—during this special sale of
stove4wc are also offering some
surprising values in furniture—
here is an example—this extra
nice Chase Leather Couch, worth
double the price asked,
only..

$15

—there is a Buck's stove for
e.vcry purpose for which a stove
is made.

eeeee.
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platform,

voting'
by

iholdiegs of the
Cad
Zirz, tabucab
norriluees presented
Sun..for the local
_

the top of the levee this morning and
rolled to the water's edge. The animal nag bruised and the wagon dam-!
aged.
•
The wharfboat from Clarksvillet i
Ti_nn., has been hauled out on tha
marine ways for repairs.
Capt. A. J. Powell, a veteran rlveri
man of Cairo, is in the city on business.
The Henry Merles has ben hauledl
out on the marine ways for extensive
repairs.
The steamer Royal from Golconda.!
end the Cowling from Metropolis,1
made the'r regular trips today. Both ,
boats brought in large numbers of
fall shoppers.

SLAVE

• the 'leaders" of their party.
Nowadays men do their own tbnicninnitipel
lag. They pay taxes for
improvements. They inquire into th• u iv
INCOPIPOKATI10
eiLLED MASTER AT BEIS
P. M. FISHES. Pree.h.: JIM. ::haracter of the men who are to,
ROOM DOOR
S. J. PAJCTON, General Malmsey'
handle those tax-raised funds. a. .I
Saterett at the postontre at .r:edu..ate. hey don't care to what party he he.
Ky.. as second class matter.
' )ugs. The nominee, at a rally. ma)
.
saerearstriersori ILAT11311
.udly proclaim an Intention to stet,
' 'lust
•
End Her Dein is Cell at the
"t‘uniness men" for his cabinet: but
THE DaiLY *UM
Ohio State Pentparries per week . • • • • • •-nes ate the voter expects the candidate, if
E SELL UNION MADE CLOTHING
tentlary.
mall per month In &drones.- .314 successful, to surround himself with
Ke lean per year. In advance.e..113.111
because it is the best Clothing that's
the same sort of advisers that he
TRIG wgicssst siw
Per year by mall. postage paid
Our garmelits are made by well paifi,
made.
seeks in his campaign.
aildreas THE RUN, IPaduosh. Ky.
It's a business matter, this thing of
skillful Union Workmen, employed by ManufacCleveland, 0., Oct. 21.-Martha
Phene 145 selecting
lit ttoutr. Third.
official* in a municipal cam- Iternado, aged
18 years, the pretty
turers with fair principles and fair practices. It
Payne & Young. Chlealla and New paign. It comes, close home to ever)
native of Italy whose confession of
York. repro...mutterer.
made under sanitary conditions-in clean,
is
voter. The property owner, be he the
A
SURPRISE
PUBLIC.
TO
THE
slaying of Rafaele Barbet) on
THE RUN ran be found at the feet-m- big or little, must pay for al- 1 th t July
Padueah
some
has
probably
had
well ventilated work rooms.
4 revealed traffic in young woew places:
mistakes and comtption of the adit D. Clements & CIL
men, today was sentenced to the Ohio surprises and may have many more
ministration, and the man, who paYs
Van Cully, Brea_
penitentiary at Columbus for the rest but they will have one next spring
Palmer House
rent, must contribute to his landlord's •
'that will open their eyes. The larger
John Wilhelm
of
her life by Judge Schwan, who deshare,
'number of prominent ponsle and lino
her
mai
a
new
and
sled
wposed the
Beery cent of municipal funds!
homes that it is already positively
4
comes right out of the porkette '
l n't penalty within his diecretion for , known will be located on beautiful
a cee-loed eegree weirder.
of the taxpayers
If the•
:Gregory Heights next speng. and the
-seer •-s min. used to eandling big.; lee gm adulated that she killed'mike(
and great increase in values of
Barbee)
when,
said,
she
he
to
tried
a ffr 're nd bmself equally 'iable with
_
those
splendid
lots, will be a surprise
her bedroom, after urging her
them for The expenses of the adminiz-ieL
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21.
We ask h0 more for our clean, well made
leave Raymond Rugerio, with to the people and will make them
tratlon. they are safeguard:ng themto
-:
!wish they owned lots there. The,
girl
than other stores ask for "Sweat
.had
living,
Clothing
been
ass
se'ves.
If
they
politicians.
allow
meel
(Jill
"
the
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
'same fare and only two or three minwho stand on a platform at a "rally"; wife, and who had sold her to &wwork.
shop"
utes longer on the street cars, and
and proclaim the fact that party loy-ibato for $1o0, which had not been •
September-I507.
Boys' aud Children's Clothing, Hats, Fur;then what?
High, dry, rolling
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therPaid.
girl
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Is
fifty
a
high
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(because
virtue
3910
16
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healthy, beautiful lots, the very best
nishings,
etc., Union Made and at fair prices.
ob-qhreatened
•
make
their
terrible
with
general
living
her
a
lashing
by
the
3395
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3
3908
,that can ever be had for homes; no
You will further your own interest, Mr.
3893 servance of that virtue) the taxpayersiehould she accept Barbato's &Hen - ; malaria.
18
3874
4
no mosquitoes, no impure
Union Man, by wearing our Union Made
3895!may expect the politicians to pay less!tion until the money was paid. Her air,
3880
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no foul duet or odors, no ta(•tor)
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of
effect
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adintals-Idefens
however,
was
e,
conducted
Clothing.
on
3905
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'or
engine smoke, no head splitting
389R tration on the welfare of the people lthe line of justifiable homicide, It be21
3922
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Union Made
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Trousers, - $1.50, $3.00,
$4.00, $5.00 - to - $7.50.
Suits, - - $10.00, $12.00,
$15.00, $20.00 to $30.00.
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•
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"UNION STORE CARD"
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Keep Warm

And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.

.Vapestrit, 7able 'over,`douch `Covers

IN THI COURTS

A splendid assortment of all
sizes and colors, heavily fringed.

A 44-r.

This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.
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mie Yates, colored, were presented in
-Dr. Gilbert. osteopath, 400%
better, and resting nicely. Fireman!of Judge and Mrs. Ludwell Hunter
Mr. Walter Neikerk, of Smithand. police court this morning, charged
Broadway. Phone 196.
Mitchell and Brakeman Lowry are Estes, and is a girl of much personal was in the city yesterday en route to
with malicious cutting. They are acSI
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians, also resting well.
attractiveness and beauty of charac- Nashville.
cused
of cutting Emma Martin, col427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
ter. She is a niece of Mrs. Elliter
Mr. E. S. McAllister. manager of ored. near Eighth
Caldwell
and
phone 361.
THREE DEATHS.
Steger, of North Sixth street. and is the Paducah offices of the National streets. Mary Wood was
discharged
---We have just received another
a great-niece of Mrs. J. M. Byrd, of lee. Insurance company, Is seriously of the malicious cutting
charge anti
lot of those beautiful White Wax De- Infant of Martin lehei..--Cleland Wat- 1044 Trimble street, Mrs. J. T. Ross. sick of malarial fever.
fined $30 and costs foe breach of the!
knee-Ella White.
signs. Biunson's, 529 Broadway.
West Monroe stre .t, and Mr. L. T.
Mr. Harry l'tterback, of Murray, peace. Fannie Wood was dismissed'
--Best and cheapest. see rent bugPolk, of the county. *She has often is in the city today.
and the Yates woman's case continThe
two
Mr
infant
of
weeks-old
v,sited Paducah in her childhood. Her
gies. carriages and horses separately.
Hon. M. P. Molloy. of leetlyville, ued.
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable, Martin Kiose, of the St. John neigh- mother was Miss Ida Fraser, of Pedu- was in the city Saturday.
Other cases: Charles Davis, drunk.
borhood, died nunday afternoon of a
419 Jefferson street.
Mr. anti Mrs. 0. H. Bartties and ennese, $1 and costs; William Brown
Incorporated
complication
of
diseases
and
wae
-We give you better carriage and
Miss Lottie Barrows. of Owensboro. drunk and disorderly, continued;
buried this afternoon in St. John's
Sons Souci flub Reorganised.
were in the city Sunday.
better service for the money than
James Stereos, drunk and disorderly
'111111t.
The Sans Some club has been reorcemetery.
Mr. Fred G. LaRue, of Smith:and.
Is given by any transfer company In
ganised for the winter. Mrs. David returned home this morning after given orders to leave the tity; Larry
Rogers. eolored, using insulting lanAmerica. Fine carriages for special
FOR SALE-Roll
M. Flournoy is the president for this visiting in the city.
I'lleland Watkins.
guage,
dit mewled.
occasions on short notice; also ele1., chair. Apply at this office.
Cleland Wattling, Is months old >ear. The first social meeting of the
Adams and M. D. Present-II.
A.
M.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. son of Mr. ArvIlle E. Watkins, Itil8 club will be held the first week in
FOR RENT-Nine room house. 9,1
of Smithland. were in the city Sunday.
In t oreust tamale.
-City subscribers to th$ Daily ,Tennessee street, died yesterday of November. There are 17 memteres of
foot lot, 414 South Tenth, Modem
Hon. John M. Moore. of LaCenter.
The October etvil -telm of McSun who wish the delivery of their a complication of diseases. The boy the club and their entertainments are was in the city yesterday.
conveniences. J. A. Rudy.
always charming social features.
papers stopped must notify our col- eas buried in the county today.
Mr. H. B. Honsen. of Longview Cracken circuit" court convened this
FOR RENT-- No. 622 Jefferson
Tex., arrived Saturday night to joiu morning, Cireuit Judge W. M. Reed
lectors or make the requests direct
street, 7 rooms, modern convenience:.
Subscribers ineerting want ads in Apply to Wm. Hughes, Paducah
Ella White.
Mrs. Honsen, who is the guest of Mrs. presiding. Only routine business was
to The Sun office. No attention will
Civics Meeting,
transaeted, smell as calling and set- The Sun will kindly remember that
Ella White, re years old, born in
Banking Co.
be paid to such orders when given
The Civics department of the Wo- Charles Harton. of West Clay street.
Mrs. John G. Miller has returned ting cases, and the hearing of demur- ail such items are to he paid for
Pope county, Ill., died at the county
to carriers. Sun PublishingCo.
man's club met this morning at the
A WIDOW wi,hes it position as
from WInnetka, Ill., where •tthe spent reds. The first week will be consumed when the ad is inserted, the rule appoor farm Saturday night of a corn- Woman's
housekeeper or companion. Re-.
club house. It was the reg-Place your orders for wedding
in
thie
way,
and
Monday
the
jury
plying
summer.
to
the
every
one
without
excepleft
diseases.
pplleation
She
of
able for a good home. Addre,
ular department meeting and much
Invitations at home. The Sun is
Co!. John B. Hall has returned will be empaneled to try cases. Only tion.
brothers at Berry's Ferry. 111., and
care Sun.
routine business was considered. The
showing as great an assortment as
from an extended %lett to points in a few judgments were entered today.
:Rorie Claire. 111. The body is being committee
FOR KINDLING
,1
ring 2361.1 FOR RENT- Fine term abou•
is seeking to enforce Its
you will find anywhere, at prices held pending word from relatives.
They are:
Kansas and Nebraska.
- FOR SALE-A veil much and miles from city. Good house an,
motto:
"God
made
the
countryeman
Mrs. George Powley. of 'Vale.
much lower than you will have to
Hal S. Corbett againat Ben T
made the town and woman hope to Tenn.,
buildings, Apply to 309 Broadwa.
is the guest of Airs. J. Dicke, Frank, tor $3211: Globe Bank and
pay elsewhere.
PASTOR HARDY FORGIVEN
E. Lydon.
make it beautiful" in every way and of Wheeler avenue.
Trust eompany against W. C. Stan- ; MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-Flower pots! Flower pots del'
FOR ERRAND OF CHARITY. in the highest way. Steps were taken
CLOTHES cleaned and pr,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Covington have ford. et al.. for $645.50; Adolph cles. 326-328 South Third West,
ered. M. J. Yopp Seed Co. 124 South
Quincy-, Masse Oct. 21.-Bethany this morning to bring the matter of returned from a month's visit to l
1101 SLHOLD goods for sale cheap All work guaranteed. Solomon,
Well. et al.. against G. A. Chandler
phones
477.
Second street. Both
Congregational church has forgiven•trasb boxes for thettreeta before the French Lek. Ind.
Tailor, 115 South Third street. I
-Loose Leaf Sole In kodak and
for 6219.10; C. H. Lowenthal* eon- Apply II to Farley- street.
Pastor Wiriarn Hardy, ,whq W114 ate- geeseral council. Mils Mine. Morton
_
Capt. E. W. Crumbaugh has re- pany iteainst L. Levy, for 8662.6e:
FOR heatiee and stovewood ring 1016-a.
post-card albums. Somethileg entirerested in Cleveland leaving a ues-'is chairman of civics, and Mrs. Arch turned from a trip to Louisville and
FOR SALE-I have several desir437 F. Levin.
against
J.
L.
Elfenhein
Levy,
for
ly new at 'R. D. Clements & Co.
Gettable resort last week. To the Sutherland is the secretary and tress- Lexington, where he visited the sklit-t
$536.50; .1. S. Reeves & company
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the congregation he declared it was on an
FOR RENT-Apartment in 603 able lots on Kentucky even for so e
nrer. The members are: Mesdames ing rinks of those cities. He will be.
elty•for a few months, and I have ac- errand pf charity and he entered the
against S. L. Dale, for 5342.70; the North Sixth street. George Rawleigb. on reasonable terms. I also have a
E. 0. Boone, J. E. Baker. C. H.('hant- manager of the large rink at Tenth
farm of 127 acres 10 mites from theWilted an interest in his business and place ignorant of its character.
itrunswiek Balk Collendar company
Hardy blin, R. D. Clements. J. C. Flournoy street and Broadway.
FOR RENT-I room flat. Third c,ity. Will sell at a bargain, See me
shall look after it for him. Any In- blames
!against B. le. Key. for sale; R. Downs
political conditions in Cleve- E. P. Gilson. George
Tennesee. .Phone 222.
at 119 South Fourth. J. P. Holt.
Langstaff, Jr. - Mr. George Catlett, of the Prince- & company against J. E. Clark. for slit
formatieu with reference to any
_
land for his arrest,
John G. Miller, W. B. Mills, E. P ton Leader, was in the city Saturday
FOR Diet
WOOD, oid phune
branch of it will receive prompt atCLEANING AND PRESSING neatre; The Estey coniparv.
Noble, E. M. Post, George C. Thorop- night and Sunday.
2361.
tention if you will call on The Son
ly done. Satisfact:on
theMrs. .1. E. Eubanks for
guaranteed.
DEAD.
ONE
RED
FOLDS;
Superintendent
A.
If.
Egan.
of
,•
son. S. IF. Winetead, George Flour
office. Both Oscines 368. E. J. PaxWork called for and delivered. Ott
for
500
wood
stove
LOADS
dry
fib)'. R. T. Lightfoot. Miss Mary Mor- Louisville division of the Illinois
ton.
quick delivery. Beth phones 203.
Itrial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
Knife Riade in Forehead.
Central. left Sunday for Louisville.
-The popular store of E. Guthrie mother am! Isatighter Caught While ton, [Jr. Delia Caldwell.
Hurlt,y tiohert!.011, colored. is unNinth street, near Broadway. Phone
WANTED - Porit.r
at
Riverside
after
spending
Sleeping
several
in
Couch.
days
in
the
& Co. are making an offer of the Plcder arrest pending trial before Matt- hospital. Must have good references. 462-a
torlal Review, a neagarine for women,
Col. T. E. Patterson, county trustee city.
_
Mr. John Cathey. of Memphis. berate C. W. Emery for stabbing Win
Pittsburg 0s.t
21 -al I s. James of Hamilton county. Tenn., who has
acres
FARM FOR SALE-70
for one year free with a cash purFOR SALE CHEAP- Desirabl;
trey
colored, in the head gravel road, public school.
J. M. property On South Fourth. Three
chase of $5.00 or over. The offer is Marshall and her daughter. Mrs been the guest of Magistrate C. W. Tenn., is visiting Mr. James Polk.
Col. Felix RuOceph returned front end breaking off a knife blade in the Clarke,y1309 Jefferson street.
so attractive that hundreds of women Mary Wright, of Ingram, Pa.. were Emery, went to Clarksville today to
houses, numbers 427, 431 and 415.
llatter'e forehead. The methe are ite-ihave already taken advantage of it. caught In a folding bed, which closed attend the grand lodge cf Odd Fel- Dawson this mornieg,
TRY T. C. N1CKELLS' best baud between Clark and Adams streets.
Walker,
of
Dyersburg,
Arthur
tette.
Mre.
amid
'N.
J.
W'illiams.
colored
The Guthrie store announces that the on them while they were sleeping on;lows before returning to his home at
sewed, oak ruled half soles in city for Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner, Herein,
offer will be good until November 1. Tuesday night. Mrs.. Marshall died,Chattanooga. Mrs. Patterson and Tenn.. Is visiting her parents. Mr. and was arrest. d this morning on a war- durability. Fourth and Washington.
El. Box 1106, or inquire at Joe Bren-Martha Stevenson, colored, dle4 today from her injuries, and
Mrs. Mrs. Emery went to Chicago to spend Mrs. George C. Crumbaugh, on Norte: rant charging hint with being impliner's shoe shop. 126 1-2 Kentucky
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barks- avenue,
Seventh street.
I cated.
a few days.
at the poor farm yesterday of con- Wright's recovery is doubtful.
for full particulars.
dale
Bros.
Co.
Old
phone
1261
r.
New
Shelby
Dallam.
Mrs.
of
Isaac
Pales-1
The
fight
night
occurred
Saturday
sumption after a lingering illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Farmer. of
NIGHT SCHOOL-First month's
phone
1260.
expected
on
tine,
WedneeTexas, is
In "Canaan," beyond Mechanicsburg
Little is known of her history.
Fulton, arrived today to visit Mrs. L.
Dr. Wright's Sermon.
tuition free if you clip and mail or
day to visit relatives here. She will Dr. Carl M. Sears Messed the wound
SHAMPOOING, hairdressing, scalp
-W. M. Scott, Jim Chambers and
The Rev. David C. Wright preached Robertson.
present this notice within the next
treating, hair dye:ng and manicuring.
J. W. Clark went to Maynell Satur- a strong and thought-compelling serMist Mirloic Upshaw eturned to be the guest of Mrs. William W.
five days to Draughon'e Practical
Powell. 1615 Broadway. during her
Mattis
Dawson.
2068.
phone
Old
day night and organized a hod car- mon Sunday morning at, Grace
Another Earthquake.
Egis-e Business
College
(incorporated1
stay, Mrs. Da:lam was formerly Mies
riers' union of 25 members.
Washington, Oct.
21.-Another -ORDER )our dry stove wood, loose 1114 ee
copal church, on "God's Way of ComBroad%
ay, Paducah.-014
Padueah.
Minnie
Roblou.
of
-W. H. Covington. of Ragland. puting
and
bundled
kindling
from
Johnston-,
Earthquake was recorded n the Kele.
phone 1755 asking for particulars of
Time.- His text was fret
Born. the, morriteg. to Mr. and Mrs.
lost his purse containing $90 this
mograph here, beginning at 11 last Denker Coal Co. Both phones 2011.
this remarkable offer. -If you desire,
the first chapte.r of Genesis. ".And ti
Noble Parker, of South Sixth street,
morning. It was found by Patroltban
FOR SALE--Four room frame col-- quit at end of month, owing nii,tning,
night and continuing two hours. It
evening and the morning was the fit
a little daughter.
Lige Cross in a local store, where the
Is believed to be a great distance time, 517 Haraban boulevard; modern or continue at special rats-- ie •
day."
He
Gods.
showed
that
in
has
Mr.
Lannon
returned
W.
B.
to
own.- had timer, e it
conveniences. Apply on, erernisesmonth.
ening the morning came last, .,.
his hotme in Nashville. after a pleasetfrom Washington.
The Chi'
•1
WAN"TRD-To buy a good shone
what we regard as the evening
SIT I'A T 1-0N- VEFreft E
ant vesit to Mrs. le. E. Hudson and
seenn.1-hand trunk. Address II, care class harness makers: 1 gig saddle
life, will be the morning in Gor!
(Ian gtiter. of •Jefferson street•
Sun.
good time. Dr. Wright !lanceted
Mrs. T. M. Cathey, of Meiphis
maker, ftmillar with the making of
theme in a masterly way cud pt.
and Mrs. G. McCauley, of D wson
FOR RENT-- Nice front room all sts let of saddles and who can
ed a number of striking though
Springs. are in the city attending the
bath, etc., with or without board • take charge of the saddie room: ,
1
-lothed but not hid by the beauty
first-class harness cutter;
626 Kentucky avenue.
bedside of their perirnts, Mr. and Mre.
firs'I
_
oratOry. These truths were aim
class riding saddle maker for sloe's
Edinonson. 411s Watshington street..
Ten full size
WE ARE NOW in a position to
1104
practical lines regarding the tendete
saddles. Steady- emploYTeent guarar Mrs. Charles Miller anti Miss Ruth
packages of
serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
of the life of today, and appealed
teed to sober, steady aerkeis. None
Benson left Saturday night for
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South but good
both men and women.
Louis.
men need amilY• WH•
Third.
once. Southern Saddlete Co ,
Mr. Louis Rieke. Jr., is in New 5
Anna Gould-to Wed Prime..
FOR SALE - - Confectionery etock tanooga. Tenn.
York city on business.
Paris, Oet. 21.-The newspaper '
and fixtures. Good location. Will
Mr. Melvin 1Vallersteln left feature
sell cheap if sold before October 18 COL4)RF:1) MINIsTER RODE
His Tout says that Anna Gould wii
day night for a short trip to Cincinmarry Helie de Talleyrand, eldest
Address A., care Sun.
PIO
nati.
"BLIND" 111OGAGE-4'.WOH1'
Tee is the Areortuteet.
of the Doke of Talleyrand, prince 0
Mies Mary Hughes, who has been
When the Rev. Whin Anderson
FRANK JONES--The musician and
Sanaa! Tooth Powder . 2Sc
. 25e
Senitol Face Cream
Sagan, within a few days, In London
visiting Miss Letha Puryear, returned
barber, is now with Avant & Morton. Davis, colored found himself with2Sc
ISsaitol Tooth Paste
The marriage will he made regular
front Mayfield today and will leave toe
Simko' Toilet Powder .
404 Broadway, and would be pleased out funds and desirous of getting
21.
&mato! Liquid Antiseptic
in France as soon as the court of
,morrow for her- home in Corsicana,'
to see all his old customers. For mu- home in Fulton from Princeton. lei
Here are the shoes
. 2118
&Unto' Beth Powder
the appeal
Texas.
caseation has decided
. 31.
3arittol Tooth Brash
boarded an Illinois Central train and
sic esti old phone 991-a.
2Se
.
Crime
Shaving
Sandtol
Mr. Sant Washington returned;
made by Count Boni de Castellan.
will
take you
that
SaitelVediet.ElittSesegt
2114
LOST--Lady's black purse, witle rode the "blinds." Paducah patrol. _Lk
front San Angelo. Tex.. today.
flaseel Fate Poetise
against the divorce pronounced hy
brass trimmings. on Husbands road men are on the alert for "blind"
the
through
right
. $2.70
Reoralor roman price
Mr. John W. Keller left, last night'
the appeal court. The prince of SaTyler and Overkamp school riders, and when Davis tumbled off
between
for a trip to San Francisco,
If rou will toll st our store tease we will tell see gan is a nephew of the Countess Jean
comfort
house.
world
and
in
Return
to Sun office for re- [ the roach and made for the "tall and
hew tonsil youreell n1 Ott Senile! Company's lows
Attorneys S. H. Croeeland and D.
Castellane.
Monter/ors offer it ten eteorlerd toilet pupa:Weal
uncut," patrolmen were coon on his
ward.
C. Seay, of Mayfield, were in the cily
foe the usual prise of tout.
there is a style about
trail, and this morning in police mire
FOR
RENTFurnished
today.
front rotint the minister
His Mind Deranged.
and costs
was fined
With all conveniences. No other
Mrs. E. J. Billington left today foi
'
em
t'at will please
Ed Covington is the name of ^
roomers. Three and one-half squares
Freionla to visit.
well dressed young man from the
Americans Are Held,
the eye as well as the
front postoMce. Address J. A.. taro
Mr. Louis Rubel left Iasi night on
te
tried
will
be
section
who
Ragland
St. Petersburg. Oct. 21.-Willlatn
We have all
Sun.
York.
New
to
trip
a
business
good stock of underwear this
morrow for lunacy in circuit court
English Walling, of Indianapolis. Ind
foot. Price from $2
Miss Marine Taylor. who has been
-ESTRAYE15-tetTe7tolen; cream col- i bis wife
stock a n d
in
He Is alleged to insist that he has a
and sister-in-law, Miss Rose
season at both 50e and III .00
the guest of Miss Ale Cabell, reored
Jersey
cow,
left
horn
gone.
For
up to $7.
big damage suit to be tried in circuit
Transkr, were arrested in this cite
know them to be of exgarment, offering some
a
turned to het home at Henderson toreaard
return
to Williams grocery, by a force of
about the
court, and he loitered
gendarmes because of
day.
' Rowlandtoen. or call new Dianne
values out of the usual. You
cellent quality.
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for
Stacy
court house this afternoon for hours
----- their association with several memMr. and Mrs. James Koger re
435-b.
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T
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turned today front a visit to Hick
Adams, Nettleton and
PUBLIC DANCE to he Wvett Wed's not dangerous, but those who know
natural,
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Colors
man. Mrs. R. M. Isler returned with
sesdaY night. October 23, at the Red darnt headquarters today.
him declare his mind to be unsound.
E. Clapp
'
s fine shoes.
them and will be their guests.
gray. Union suits Si to $5.
men's hall by Rodney Fields and 011ie
Mrs.•Magwell left at noon today
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ie
reject any„
Hone. Show Meeting.
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for ,a visit to
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HON. JOHN B. GARNER GIVES REASONS
WHY A DEMOCRAT SHOULD VOTE FOR
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET THIS YEAR

which would meet the
resolutions
neeneelueggigigegngsagM111111111111ele
approval of the housevof bishops
n WORK IN THE
nee
—then steals the eleetion; where a
SCHOOLS.
brutal police force attempts to club
en!
J. A. tetrnagey.
'respectable people Into submission
nenneenen&iesenveltiennteseeKelnenvenenneenininern
at the polls and scunetimes dominates a state convention, suppos- fiATIVIIDAY NIGHT WAS ELABO- To
Teachers:
edly under the direction of. their
RATE AFFAIR,.
Through the courtesy of the maninferior superiors; where embezageuteet of The Evening Sun, I shall
zlement and graft are retognized by
each Monday evening present to you,
the machine as perquisitss of office;
arid others interested in the study of
Covers Laid for 100 and
Tables English, some helpful thoughts and Ii
In introducing Mr. Willson, Mr. they have a platform stating what where crime is defensible and only
n'illed—l'Itarles De Wert hen
'iuveetlgation and exposure are held
suggestions. I shall endeavor in this
Garner said:
they are for and what against, and
nVae Toastmaster,
way to help you
securing the bet
Men and Women of Clark County:— became I am unwilling that the to be criminal; where for a short
books for your ownruse, and clef •
There is much confused thinking Demo:Tette party shall longer stand period of time they have had good
ou to the iiteratute that has _been!
along the line of a voter's duty to sponsor for aeneemoeratie machine. government by accident.. design or
found helpful in preparing both teach- i
a political party. Party affiliation I um aware that my right to express misapprehension; where the officials
The banquet given
by Paducah era and pupils
who are responsible for the introto do the most effective'
Is a matter ef personal preference. coneern for the welfare of
ceouncil No. 299, United Commercial
the DentWhen you associate yourself with a °crane party will be questioned, and:duction of honesty and decency into.Ttavelers of America. at the Palmer work along English lines.
I wish you to preserve these sug1mWiest party you take no oath of it may be denied that I am a Dem-; municipal affairs are denied a fair House Saturday night proved one of
geselons and recommendanons in
where the
allegiance nor enlist for life. It is oerat. but I shall not take offense'opportunity for election;
most elaboraite affairs of its kind
your privilege to sever your connee- nor aetempt to justify, as my Dent- good government is distasteful to ever given in that popular hostelry. some permanent form, as in our work
In the schools we stall try to deHon with it temporarily or Pet ma- °crane affiliation for the paet several. and resented by the Democratic ma- Covers were laid for 100 and all
velop English along these lines.
chime where the machine has been tables
nently whenever you desire.
were filled by 'Knights of the
We years has oftener been a source
The following is alist of the beat
haven't the initiative and referendum of humilietion than pride. And yet. caeting around for month: to replace Grip.
•
books on English teaching. Some of
them with henchmen who have no
In this country. We can't vote for it
Charles
Werthen
toastmaewas
De
understand the meaning of
I
these
booka
may be in the Carnegie
measures directly. We tate to vote le itineracy, I am a Democrat, but such clearly defined notions of mine ter and respouee to toasts were made
library, but every teacher should defor parties and men. Parties are if the machine knows what Democ- and thine, where they will doubtless as follows:
cide td get some of them for herself
who would
"Our Order." G.B . Van Horn, past
neeeesary and are suppoeed to have racy is, I would be ashamed to be secure an aggregation
Lieut. H. H. Rosseau, civil engin - tir
on in this coun_
7 of the denominati
make acceptable officials fn "Manda- counselor of Blue Grass council, of as no teanter should depend upon
a written platform announcing
eer
tp
United
the
a
States
;Amy
and
a
others
for
the
tools
of her profession.
One of the arguments frequently lay," where, Kipling sesta, "there Lexington, Ky.
position and a purpose, so that men
Member of the isthmian canal comThe giant steamer that English
. "Our Council," V. T. Hardy, coun- Every teacher worthy the name is
can vote intelligently. The man used to dissuade the ..dependent ain't no ten commandments."
mission, has arrited in Washington shipbuilders are to conatruct for the
building
up
a
little
pedagogica
l
liiDemocrats
from
voting
the RepubliThe statement of Judge Hager, selor.
who Notes for a party or under an
brary of her own. Growing, progres- from the Whams and late before Sec- Hamburg-American line aill be nam-Work." C. E. Renfro, seciretary
emblem r. gardinss Of what it stands can ticket. la not that the machine "that In the event of his election he
sive teachers are the only ones that retary Metcalf,a proposition to in- e
iae. Europa. She will be of 48,0,00
i tclauth
cans
will
bad.
This
as
be
probis
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FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable. ::
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NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS
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DO YOU USE YOUR
OAS STOVE IN WINTER?

1

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.--Why?

If not is it because a coal
range keeps the kitchen
warm? We have a Coke
HeatingAttachment for gas
stoves that(foes ihe business
only costs

I

STAR LAUNDRY

$8.50

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Burns Coke and saves a
double stove equipment.in
your kitchen. Then think
of the saving in expense
with the present high prices
of coal.

NINE SUMMERS OLD

As the Government Stamp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
Arid

Jack Beam

Think it over, then call on us
and look it over, then get it

Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.

The-

Paducah Light & P4wer Co.

t
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Free
Catarrh
Cure

. A Bold Step.
To ceramme 114e wail-grouadsd and
reasonable objections of the more intelligent to the use of secret, medicinal conepounde, Dr. B.. V. Pelee, of Lunette, N.
,some thee ago, d old ei to make a bold
ipartura frOtti the utflial course pursued
by the makers of put-up mediejnes for doso has
gmatic use, a
blithed broadytothewholeworld,atull
tail' and
list of all the ingredients
and comp
he.. .poiiUonofblsssidely
uttering in
Thus he has taken
celebrated
trans and patients into
his num
ace. Thus too he has rehis full -.n
eines from among secret
I
am
of doubtful merits, and made
nostr
of Known Contpcsttton.
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A Rock In the Baltic
By ROBERT BARR,
Ci

qf

'The Triumphs of Eugene Yalinonea* nTekla," "In Me Midst of
Alarms.- 'Speculatiess sf deka Steele." "The Victors." Etc..

FOUR INJURED IN
FREIGHT WRECK

ditmedical toe t.
hot practice. co. .
.
extracts from the a 1.t.:ut 1,,,ailaa
... tlorteirs of nicalicine. taaloming in the
poite!ble terno. each and every Merure7sriZutalitoll In Dr. Pierce'. niesilcmea.
&mot these little books will be mailed free
to any one sending addn ss OD mete! care or
by letter. to Dr. it. V. Pierce Ittatalo. N. Y..
and reenesting the same. t`rqn4 this
It will be learned teat Dr. en-ea medUntohk
icines contain no alcohol, narcotics, mineral
agents or other poisonous or injurious agents
and that they are nuulo trout native. medico
pal roots of great value t also that soma of
list most valuable hicredtents oeutatned in
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription for weak.
oervous. over-worked. ^run-down."
and debilitated women. were emplore=
u
years ago. by the Indian* for similar allmenta
affecting their squaws. In fact. one of the
most valuable medicinal plants entering into
the composition of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriptton was known to the Indians as
•seusw-Weed., our knowledge of the uses
of not•few of our most valuable native, ma-,
aicinal plants was rained from the libellant
A h made up by Improved
. and exact protosses. ow" emelt° IN
lathes•Is•mesa
efliete.nt remedy for namlating all the seamanly functions, correcting displacenients.
puilapius. wit •-• • rsk•ii and retorversion.
fVf•frt,Oillte psi ft. p,rlitia. toning UP the
iiii &bit bringing •boUt a partial. state of
th. Sold tiv ail dealer, In mecticaes.
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SETTLEMENT LIKELY.
Now Orleans, Oct. 19.—Speedy
settlement of the levee strike of 10,000 ootton handlers was made possible when both sides in thti controversy made very nearly similar peace
proposals. The difference in their
propositions was that the strikers
fhoposed arbitration o! the dispute
ditions, while the steamahip agents
proposed arbitration o fthe dispute
as to how ninny bales loaded per day
constitute a fair day's work for cotton scree/men. Both sides agreed
a the men shout(' return to work pending the investigation or arbitration.
Definite action on both proposals is
expected tonight.
"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
Is a phrase unknown to us. And yet
consumption is driving thousands into exile in far-off California Or some
other distant land. Before you subntit to being exiled, give lemuleoHypo a thorough trial. It has cured
many at home among their loved
Ones. Physicians (intimate It. Six bottles $3.00 from your druggist.
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Dr. King's
New. Discovery
WITH,
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sertICsTue.
too Bottle Free

0lnlneR A •• fTBED SATI8F.4OTOlit
e
OR MOSEY 11.FoFIINDE1). '
n

R. L. McMurtrie
Old Phone 812.

Manufacturer of

Mattresses
Feraitirs Stared and Packed
4U MUNN II

Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $5.25, Forrest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $9.35, Oct. 19th and 20th
return
Oct. 27th—Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky., — Round
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct, 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points In the south and southwest, including New Orleans
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
"Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good returning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
S18,00 every Tueadayr.lirnit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Filth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cfllee
R M. PRAM:LER,
Mont TTniort Deesot
eeolgRUMENSIMMINIMMONIMEI
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CHAPTER X X.
EFORE Jack could fire. an perhaps he Lisa luteueled to do,
Druunnond struck down his
arm.

"None of that, Jack," be said. "The
Russian In you has evidently been
scratched, and the Tartar has come uppermost. The governor gave a signal,
I suppose?"
"Yes, he did, and those two have got
sway while 1 stood babbling here, feeling a sympathy for the old villain.
That's hie return current, eh?"
"He's not to blame," said Drune
Mond. "It's our own fault entirely.
The first thing to have done was to gecure that boat."
"And everything worked so beautifully," moaned Jack, "up to this point,
and one mistake ruins it. We are
doomed, Alan."
"It isn't so bad as that, Jack," said
the Englishman (faintly. -Should those
mob :•euch the (-oust safely, as no doubt
they will, It many cost Russia a bit of
trouble to dIslotage us."
"Why. hang it all," cried Jack. -they
dou't need to dislodge us: All they've
got to do is to stand off and starve us
out. They are not compelled to tire a
gun or loud a man."
"They'll hare to starve their own
men first. It's not likely we're going
to go hungry and feed our prisoners."
we don't mind a little thing like
that, we Russians. They may send
help or they may not. Probably a
cruiser will conic within hailing distance affd try to find out what the
trouble k. Thee It will lie off and wait
till every body's dead and after that put
in a new governor 'mid another garrison."
"You take to pessimistic a view,
Jun--k. This isn't the season of the year
tor a cruiser to lie off In the Baltic.
Winter is comIng'on. Most of the harbors in Finland will be ice closed In a
month, and there's no shelter hereabouts in a storm. They'll attack,
potbably open shell fire on us for
awhile, then attempt to land a storming party. That will be fun for us if
you'ie got good rifles and plenty of
a temunition."
Jack raised itis head.
"(th, we're well equipped." be said,
"If we only have enough to eat."
Springing to his feet, all dejection
gone, he said to the governor:
"Now, my friend, we're compelled to
put you into a cell. I'm sorry to do
this, but there is no other come** open,
Where is your lertier, and what quantity of provisions hare you in stock?"
A _gloomy smile added to the dejection of the old males eountenance.
-You must find that out for yourself," he said.
"Are the soldiers upstairs well supplied with food?"
"I will not answer any of your quesHone."
"Oh, very well. I see you are determiped to go hungry yourself. Until 1
ant satisfied that there is more than
sufficient for my (demi and me no
prisoner in my charge gets anything
to eat. That's the lent of jailer I ant
The stubborn old beast," he cried in
English. turning to Diuminond, "won't
anewer my questions.'
-What were you asking him?"
"I want to know about the stock of
prnvLeions."
"It's tinite unnecessary to ask about
the grub. There's sure to be ample."
"Why?"
"Why? Because' eve have reached
the beginning of winter, as I said before. There must be months when no
boat can land at this rock. It's bound
to be provisioned for several months
nhead at the very lowest calculation.
Now, the first thing to _do IA to put
this ancient Johnny in his little cell.
Then I'll tell you where our thief danger lies."
The governor made neither protest
nor complaint, but walked into No. Iatidwas lucked up.
"Now, Johnny, my boy," said- Drummond, "our anxiety Is the soldiers
The moment they find they ore
In they will blow those two doors open
in.just about half a jiffy. We eon. of
course, by sitting in front of the lower
doer night- and day pick off the first
four or five who come down, but if the
reot make a rush we are bound to be
overpowered. They have presumably
plenty of powder, prebably some live
*hello petards and whatnot that will
make short work even of those onken
doors. What do you propose to do?"
I "I propose," said Jack, "to fill their
crooked stairway with cement. There
are bags and bags of It in the armory."
The necessity for this was prevented
by an odd circutngtance. The .two
young men were seated In the governor's room when at his table a telephone
bell mug. Jack had not noticed this
Instrument and now took up the receiver.
"Hello, governor!" said a voice.
"Your fool of a jailer has bolted the
stairway door, and we can't Open it."
"Oh, I beg pardon," replied Jack in
whatever imitation of the governor's
voice be could assume. "I'll see to It
at once myself."
He hung up the receiver and told his
comrade what bod happened.
"One or both of nhege officers are
coming down. If We get the officers
safely into a cell, there will be nobody
to cowl:nand the men, and It is more
than likely that the officers carry the
keys of the powder room. I'll turn out
the electric lamps in the ball and light

the lantern. You be ready at the foot
of the stairwny to tire if they make the
slightest resistance:*
The two officers catne down the circular stairway, grumbling at the delay
to which they had been put. Lennontoff teak ntivantatee of the dropping of
their Iteervy boots in the echoing stairwily to shove in the bolts °ace wore
antl then felitove.1 thene himself fol
lowed by Domanetel. Imo the governors room. Switching on the electric
light, he said:
"Gentlemen, I am Prince Lermontoff.
In temporary charge of this prison.
'The gaeraor Is under arrest, anti I reglee that I must demand your swords,
although I have every reason te believe that they o Ill le. Landed beck to
you within a very few daye :liner I
have completed my investigatkmg."
The otheers were too much accuetemed to sudden change:4 in eon-upend
ti see anything odd In this turn of affair/4. Lermonteff spoke with a quiet
dlenity that was rely eonVineinif, and
the latimmet. he used was that of the
tett:Oily. The two officers handed him
their swords without a word of protest.
"I must ask you whether you have
yet received your winter supply of
fowl."
"Oh, yes," snid the spider office-.
"we had that !wally a month ago."
"Is it storm! in Jim military portion
of the lock or below hero?"
"Our rations are packed away in n
room upstairs."
"Ivan' sorry, gentlemeu. that I tetra
it you into cells until lily tree-Am is
accomplished. If you will wilte n
requisition for such rations as you are
:accustomed.to receive, I shall tee that
you are suimileel. Meanwhile write
also nn order to whotumover you entrust in command of the men durine
your absence to grant no one leave to
come downstairs and ask him to take
cure that each soldier is rigidly restricted to the minimum quantity of
vodka."
The senior officer gat down at the table and wrote the two orders. The
men wet.' then pin-ed in udieining
cells without the thought of residence
oven pecurring to them. They supthere had been some changes at
headquarters and were ratber relieved
to have the assurance of tne prince
that their arrest would prove temporary. Further investigation showed
that there would be no danger of atarration for six months at least.
Next day Jack, at great rink of his
neck, scaled to the apex of the island,
as be bad thought of flying, If possible,
a signal of distress that might attract
some passing vessel. But even though
no reached the sharp ridge, he allw at
(nice that no pole could be erected
there, not even if he possessed one.
The wind aloft was terrific, and he
gazed around him at an empty sea.
When four days had passed they began to look for the Russian relief boat,
which they knew would set out the moment the governor's telegram reached
St. Petersburg.
On the fifth day jack shouted down
to Drummond. who was standing by
the door:
"The Russian is coming! Heading direct for us! She's in a hurry, too—
crowding on all steam and eating up
the distance like a torpedo boat destroyer. I think it's a cruiser. It's not
the old tub I came on anyway."
"Come down, then," answered Alan.
"and we"—
A cry from above Interrupted him.
Jack, having at first glance spied the
vessel whose description be bad shouted to Drummond, bad now turned his
eyes eastward and stood staiiug
aghast toward the sunrise.
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Neu asset met neglect 111..hargics sof
The Injured.
NaUstaTING
tvrcit from
the Ear, !Ease and Tt coat.
Engineer "Sandy" Herring, scald
CATARRH IS Ni •I •
NOERed and seriously bruised.
OI1I4 In this way, Dot !,
of bones, kills
Bons, death and
Engineer Mike Galvin, shoulder
ambition. often cuuv
of appetite,
aud reaches to g, us- 1
Idiocy broken, legs cut, and bad!' mashed.
• -i-. ..Ittntion at
and• insanity. it
Fireman Joliet Fay Mitchell, crushonce. Cure it by
Homage Bleed ed and nearly droolied.
Baba (a, U. n.) it
,
it. radical,
Brakeman
permanent cure to ••••.---- it lids the sysFred
Lowry, ankle
tem of the poison or i,ti iliat cause sprained and bruised.
catarrh. At the same
Bleed Balm
us. H. m,) purifies thc
does away
with every symptom r,,a t.orn. R. U.
In a disastrous head-On collision
B. sends a tingling Moot of warm. rich,
pure blood ditcct to the paralysed between a light engine .ind a local
nerves and parts off, itd by catarrhal freight train one mile and
a half
poison, giving wet nee and strength
just where it is nciated. :014 in this way south of Almo, Callowey tounty. and
making ii perft-ct, lasting cure of ca- 37 miles from Paducah on tha N., C.
tarrh In all Its forms.
When we say that B. It B. cures we' and St. L. road, Saturday afternoon
mean a rtal cure and Cos We guarantee at 2:30 o'clock, four of the crew
H. B. B. has cured thoils.•nds of catarrh
tasereven the tinoa .1.er-seated kind were injured and both engines were
—after every other treatment had failed wrecked. The accident was due to
B. B. B. does t his bet .Lu st• it reach..s th e
cause of all the trimbic; namely Poi- Engineer Galvin, oval-looking his orsoned and Diseased Blood. Just try D. ders. All injurod will live.
1.1. B. for Catarrh :nal to will get well
An accident at Lexington, Tenn.,
surely anti quickly.
Riallsage Weed Balm (R. IL IL) is disabled an engine and
Engineer
eoesant and safe to itk-•; composed of
pore Botanic Digt, dients. SAMPLE Mike Galvin with Fireman Mitchell
SENT )'RE by writing mood Haim Co.. were sent out from here on engine
Atlanta, Oa. HOLD It1 DRUGGISTS. or
aetit by express. At it PER LARGia No, 28 for Lexington. Galvin overBOTTLE, with 1.011.1.1.-l.• directions for looked the local freight train No. 137,
h-.me cure.
imi chterge of Engineer "sandy" HerSold In Paducah, Ky.
Ky., by R. W.
Walker & Co., W. J.
Lang Iting. Fireman Charles Morris and
Bros., Alvey & List.
}Conductor Leo Crosswell and hit it
%%bile going 30 miles an h our.
"What's the mattere" asked Alan.
I =71773-forris
Jumped
. matter?" eeleteti .kek. eTbity must but Herring was caught In his cab
be sending the whole Russian navy and held itigh Above the uoiler where
here lu detecseeentr to capture our Un• be was scalded by steam. Ills sib
here's it second boat was forced above the boiler and Herworthy selves.
etuniug from tlo• oust, 110.11;er by two ring's escape from instant death is
miles than Ole yanat If I Itailtet been miraculous.
all taken up with the miler front the;
Galvin broke his right shoulder in
nentieut I clinibed bere, I'd have seen
jumping, and his leg was badly rut
her Itefoee"
by wreckage.
"Is slie a yat lit too?"
Fireman Mitchell
was pinioned
"No; looks like a passenger tramp.
under debris, and water from the
Dirty anti"
tank nearly drowned him before he
hr."
"alercLailttran
was rescued.
"No: elm's ;.-,te guns on her"—
"Merchentinan it el out for privetLowry sprained his ankle in alighttele-swim
i Ions the sort of Mg.
ie.:chest to send
craft Ituasie wouln
Physiclacs from Benton Aim° and
to a secret prison nee this. What flag Murray were sent out, and Dr. Frank
deep"—
Boyd, of Padu-ah with Supt. W. .1.
"No flag at Lin-neither of them Hills and other Nashville. ChattaThey're boat taaklue fir the rock full none and St. Louis officiels left Pasteam and from oppoete Melee. Nei- eluoah immediately after the disaster

PADUCAH, 814 BROADWAY;
or Evansville, Memphis or 84. Louis.
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NAPOLcoN BONAPARTE
Showed, at th. battle of Austerlitz, he
was the greatest leader in the world.
Ballard's Snow Liniment has shown
the public It is the best Liniment In the
world. A quick cure for Rheumatism.
Sprains, Burns, Cuts, etc. A. C. Pitts,
Rcidessa. La.. says: "I use Ballard's
Snow Liniment In my family and find
It unexcelled for sore chest. headache,
corns, in fact for anything that can be
reached by a Rolm, nt." Sold by J. H.
emfilschlaeger, Lang Bros. and C. O.
Ripley.
Was Nlade Unconscious.
Losing his way in the darkness
Joe Ivelett, 24 years old, a wiper emeloyed in Paducah Illinois Central
round house. fell into a drop pit and
was badly injured last nIgnt. He had
been working for the company but a
few day's and was not thetoughly ae-,
mutinied with the pits. The fall was
Istout four and a half feet, and he•
'alighted on his head. Tee left side
If his heed was cut and bruised and
his left hip sprained. lie will he disabled several days. The fall rendered
lo111 unconscious for some OM..
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alinti Held Intt %Vas Teo Ruse. Getting An'! '
,turn. Account President Roctee
elm tied to Prtoccute.
ye ine visit October 22de N., C. & St.
I. We. bell round trip tickets for one
Cairo, Ill., Oct. 1. ---Harry Hilton fere plus 25 cents. Tickets on sale
and Willem Orr, itighwaymen, have:10.1..1;er el, and for 7:45 a. m. tra:a
Cupid to thank for 'escaping a tern' l 0 otie.r 2e. For further informatlaa
state prison. William apply to E. S. Burnham, agent, Norin the
Ramsey, a resident of Jackson, whom!tett sift-ad dea0t. or F. L. Weilatel,
they robbed- a few months ago, is too: .•., j.itt.s....mcf agent, 430 Broadwae.
busy enjoying his honeymoon tee
come to Cairo to appear against them.
Letters are acknowledged niemoirs
and for a lack of prosecution they of
iora ,e- Wa Ipole's eorreswere freed trent custody by Judge Vii pond. nee Inlays his mine in mosaic.
Ham N. Better in the circuit court this Th,,eer.,4toi3ry style is always &ninemorning.
I Me
'Ramsey wee reline I
- here a feWl
months ago while en route to Ve-nne.!
where he hireself turned then an
pa rete
ele (root her watch fu
home the girl of Lis eletao. Ott tilt
REMOVED TO THIRD AND

EiNRy MANIMEN JR

,I
10.-, lie Was «III ii.•1:. Z1 III p()

KENTUCKY.
pen the heneyneten. ii,- ii.,"
saving up sine.. teen tee! io:s 1.1.1 Molt Riedleo, Battik Work.. Leepsi
at-. utøittiittt-J el,o'i•-11 I.) • Is e.-dthRz
and Library Work a specialty.
tr.p. Tin. stale-'s attorti..t r.-s•,..‘''.1 it
letter ata0 ng he was too busy enjoying himself to come here to prosecute
the men.
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METROPOLIS, TI.L.
A Criminal Attiwk
D. A. Bailey,
on an Inoffensive tetizen is frequent- fewest
and beet hotel in the city.
ly made In that apparently use:ese
leaves $2.00.
Two large sample
little tube called the "appendix." It's
generally the result of protracteo moms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights,
constipation, followthe liver torpor. the only centrally Iocisted Hotel vs
Dr. King's New I Ire p:le regulate the he, city,
liver, prevent appentinetis, and ete• COWMERCIA.L PATRON.I.GN
tub:it'll regular habits of the bowels.
LICITED.
25c.
ST. 1.0115 A TENNESSEE RIVER
le2-1 Reward.
Republican Campeion
PACKET COMPANY.
CJMILittee ‘41:1 pay $25 for any evleence leading to the prosecution and
(Incorporated.)
conviction of any one guilty of buyng or disposing of registration cerFOR THE TENNEriEE RIVER.
tificates.
sTEAMER (71.1"BE
F. C. HOOVER, Secretare
Lennines Paducah for Teunesoer River
Every Wtelneeday at 4 p,
The

city

Dr. H. T. Hessig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
Office Ilois••:
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"FrOBI nitlarilte "lin° That d"11111 I
First reports Were that four were
'eel: like a jeett exeolition. One of killed,
but
nothing definite
was
which?"
liekeent.
But
...ships
igen'
limo
known until the special returned
inck had elameertel down and stood
with Injured aboard. •
'
by Alan's ai lo.
I Both engineers were taken to River
"We. 'inlet make ready for defense In
few mln- side hospital, while Mitchell and Low•
either case," he said. "In
ringwere taken home. Engineer Hernits we'll be able Ls see them both iy
lives at 523 South Third street
(rout the platform below."
"One of those boats means to blow SEinxgineaftrreGa.ivinliyes at I1227 South
et
Mitchell
at
US out cf existence If she cam" mused Sixth
Jece. "The other cannot know of OUT 11:23 Harrison street, And
Lowry
eeistence. And yet, If site doesn't, boards at 101S South Fifth street.
A remarkable coineldence is that
what is she aolng here headed for the
Engineer Galvin with the same enrock?"
. ._
gine, met the same train under the
(To be continued In next fisso.)
same cirnimstancett within one mile
of the scene of Sattirdayn wreck 49
Hard Times in Kansas.
days ago. Pilots humped, both enThe old days Of grasshoppers and
gineers seeing impending danger and
drouth are almost forgotten in the
reversing engines in time.
prosperous Kansas of today; although
Wreckage of the Almo smashup
a citizen of Codell, Earl Shamburg.
was cleared at 10 o'clock, enabline
has not yet forgotten a hard time be
encountered, He says: "I was worn!regular traffic to resume. ;This wee
out and discouraged by coughing'the most serious and damaging wreck
on this road in yea's.
night and day, and could find no relief till I tried Dr. King's New DisJUI.111.5 CAESAR
covery. It took leas than one bottle W IA a manor
nerve, nut sickness lett&
to completely cure me." The safest It, mark and he became aged before,
Lis
time.
alb:knees
is often caused by
and post reliable cough and cool
torpid liver. Berbine will regulate
remedy and lung and throat healer your 11%er and give you health. Mrs.
eeer discovered. Guaranteed by al: ••,,i-tie Austin. Holton. Kan. writes: "I
lierbIne the hest medicine 'I
druggists. nOc and $1.00. Trial bottle • er heard of. I an never without It."
S
di!
by
.J.
H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros.
free.
and C. 0. Ripley.

Suicides in Church.
Seattle, Wash.. Oct. 1"e—With the
words "Goow bye. Eva," Edward
Neill Kelly. a young workman, drew
revolver and fired a bullet through
his head on the platform of the Apes- 1
toile Faith church here lasrlight
The girl he referred to was sitting In 't
the audience within ten feet of the
young men when he fired the fatal
shot. Kelly died at the hospital half
an hour later.
Kelly, who was 19 years old, met'
Eva Kesterson, a 17-year ohi school
girl, at an evangelistic revival held
here in Septepihor. and a week ago'
,they became engaged. They were to'
b- ruarrid on Thanksgiving Day.
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Watch the
Label

A. W. WRIGHT
ECGENE ROBINSON

Master
Clerk

This company is not responsible
For involve charges unless cotlected
y the clerk of the boat.
Special excarsion rates from Patin( alt to Waterloo. Fare for the round
:op $S.00. Leaves Paducah every
Wednesday at 4 p. m.

EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH
(*AIM LINE.
(Incorporated.)
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'EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
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°
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(Daily Eleept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
ilopk.ns leave Paducah for Evansvele and way landings at 11 a. m.

Padih Ity;

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
i.eaves Paducah for Calt-o and way
landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily, except Sunday. Special excursion rates
l eow
in effect (torn Paducah to Cairo
Hind return, with or without meals
and roorri. Good music and table unsurpassed.
For further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
F owler-Crumbaugh & Co's ()Mee,
F;tet nnd Broadway.
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SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.
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LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
INC OIRPO AAAAA

1 We have several good driving horses for title at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
iNCOPIPOPIATED

$1.00
Now on sale at

Gilbert's Drag Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
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Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop.
132424 N.Fourth St.

Phonous 787

TIM PAD CAT1 EVENING SUN.

REMEMBER, NEXT Wed.,Thurs.and Friday
OCTOBER 23, 24 and 25

800 Elevated, Improved Lots at Auction

GREGORY

EIGHTS ADDITION

The Pride of the Pride of the Purchase
^..•••••••••

sii.The great need of Paducah is elevated lots for homes. Gregory Heights is
and always will be the ne plus ultra of Paducah residence property.

Street Cars Absolutely Free for Everybody to and From the Sale
Sale at 10 o'clock each day. Large, seated sale tent. Fine music. Lunch at
sale. Everybody, and ladies especially, invited. The outing can be made
both pleasant and profitable.

1

lImmumm

MOMINI1111,

At last the great and long-felt need of Paducah for high, dry, cool,
healthful and beautiful homes. with street car transportation, can be
partially supplied. Beautiful Gregory Heights, which all who have
seen know and say is and always will be the cream of the cream—the
ne plus ultra of Paducah residence property, is ready for sale and a
portion of the lots will be. sold on above dates. A mile of the Gregory
Heights electric car line has been completed on the property, the streets
have been nicely graded, the dillves and sidewalks are being improved,
and a home in beautiful Gregory Heights, the future pride oi Paducah,
will soon be the fad of the city.

1

GREGORY HEIGHTS IS HIGH, DRY AND HEALTHFUL.
It is well known that the ground in and nearly all around Paducah
ia about the same elevation of the city (much of it lower) and that
there is a great and rapidly increasing demand for high ground for
residences. It is well known that for altitude, drainage, dryness,
healthfulness, pleasantness nearness exclusiveness exemption from
objectionable appurtenances, electric car transportation, best street
connections and extensions, good improvements and neighborhood;
no other regitl
e district of Paducah is or can ever be equal to Gregory" Heigh s. Think of the sittnition and you will be convinced that
Gregory Heights will surely and quickly be the finest residence district
of Padneals The city is hedged on the east side by the river, the
manufacturing district is on the south, a mixed district of factories
and small houses is on the north. Where else, then, can the good residences go except west and on to Gregory Heights, which is directly in
line and is the nearest and only property on such altitude that has
street car service and the two best streets in the city (Broadway and
Jefferson) extended to and through it, which is a great advantage that
no other such elevated and near in property has or can have? Paducah's most rapid and substantial growth has been made in the last
three years. Her prospects are evidently brighter now than ever.
Present eonditions and assured devellopments forecast a phenomenal
future growth from now on, and Gregory Heights, the ideal home place,
will be well occupied by Padneah's prettiest homes and happiest community, and will, in reality, he the pride of the pride of the Purchase.
And then fortunate and thankful will be all who own homes OT lots
4-bere, for they will be scarce, in great demand and very high.
Some
men have good foresight, and can grasp opportunities, but most men
have better hind-sight, and r'an't see trood Unites -until they
have
passed.
SIGNIFICANT SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
— Railroad magnates are among the 1i-rainiest and ablest inen in the
They think, plan and act for best results, and the profound,
earefully planned and gigantic plays they are making on the great
checker hoard of the Southern 'States, for vantage positions in this
great, world wonder arena of matchless growth in products, population, commerce and wealth, are tritely significant, and unmistakably
tome:tat the the great and good times just ahead. In this connection,
ir:ve you considered Paducah's strong position and her great combination of attractions, advantages and resources, and her certainty to
reap, a large portion of the immense harvest of business, wealth and
imputation in sight? Can't you see quick and large profits in the hest
residence lots in Paducah! Gregory lleivbts is and always- will be
the best, and nothing can beat the best.
COSTLY AND PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
The grading 'and graveling of the streets anti sidewalks, the construction of the new electric car line, heavy cement enlverts, drain
pipes, and other improvements, are first-class and permanent, and will
cost the Gregory ileighta Company a large Rum of money—about
$65,000.00. But they are well done, and done to endure and give satisfaction, therefore I who bily lots will get full benefit of all these

improvements without additional future cost to them, which is very
important to lot-buyers, and adds very much to the value and desirability of this fine property.
BUILDING RESTRICTIONS.
All lots in Gregory Heights will be sold with suitable building
restrictions, thus assuring a higle grade addition and greatest satisfaction and values to home-builders and investors.
A FEW BUSINESS LOTS.
To be selected by the Company, will be sold for mercantile purposes,
tor the convenience of residents..pf Gregory Heights, but the manufacture or sale of whiskey or any intoxicants will not be permitted.
It is the determination of the Company to make Gregory Heights a
strictly first-class and most attractive home addition, so that all who
build or buy there will be abundantly delighted with their homes or
greatly profited by their investments. Nature has formed and located
Greeory Heights just right for it-to be what it is intended to be and
v.- ill be.
GREATER PADUCAH.
Nature has planned and destiny has marked Paducah to be one
of the great inland cities of the South, and her future is absolutely
assured.
SPLENDID GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION.
Paducah is surrounded by an innnense area of very fertile country
aaturally tributary to her, the enormous and diversified products of
which will be mainly handled by her retail and wholesale nierchants
end will make a great, constantly-increasing and lucrative volume
of
business.
BEST WATER TRANSPORTATION.
Paducah occupies the best position in the United States for inland
water transportation, being the most central, accessible
and convenient
city to the greatest mileage of navigable rivers
in the United States,
and, perhaps in the world. The great central river system
of the country, embracing six fine navigable streams and their
numerous tributaries, and over 3,000 miles of navigable waterways
penetrating in
wide-spreading and far-reaching courses over 270
degrees of the vast
surrounding domain, and all flowing down stream
toward their confluence at or near Paducah, and into the Mississip
pi only 47 miles be-ow the city, give Paducah navigable water transport
ation to an enormous area of the central and best portion of
the United States, 1,100
towns and also with the gulf and ports of the
world. Can this strong
position and these great advantages4ail to
win? Can Paducah fail
to be a big city? Certainly not.
GREAT RAILROAD CENTER.
The railroads are fully aware of the importan
ce of Paducah as a
receiving and distributing point and are
preparing to come in and
hare the great volume of business. The
writer is informed by persons
claiming to know, that six great trunk lines
are now planning to come
in, and that three of them—the
Big Four, Wabash and Burlington—
are now making ,aurveys, plans
and estimates for routes and river
crossings to the city, and others will follow,
for where the business is
the railroads will come. With these
great railroads aasured Paducah
will grow by leaps and bounds.
The above information as to three of
these great roe& is from official
sources and is reliable.
PADUCAH SOUTHERN ELECTRIC R. R.
This very important road from Paducah
to Mayfield, and to be
extended later to Jackson and Memphis,
has been capitalized, is being
located. and will be pushed rapidly to
completion. Another electric
road is projected from Paducah
to Cairo, and doubtless several interurban feeders to Paducah will be built.
This is the age of interurban

as well as steam railroads, and they are very convenient, successful,
profitable, and wonderful developers anti enhancers of business, travel
and values. This county will be a net work of steam and electric roads,
iind Paducah will get her share of them. A great deal more valuable
end interesting information about Paducah could be given if apace
permitted, but it is not the purpose to give a thorough write-up here.
Come to this sale and see the physical conditions, the necessity for
highland residence lots, the unequalled advantages and attractions of
beautiful Gregory Heights for those highland homes, and then you
will know whether or not it is the best property to buy for homes, or
for quick and large profits.
TO PEOPLE OF OTHER TOWNS AND FARMERS.
If you want to make money easily and quickly, why not come and
buy either as individuals, or make up companies or syndicates of 5 to
") of your own people and buy a large number of Gregory Heights
lots at this sale and make the big and quick profits that will be made
on this fine property? If you want or expect to have homes in Paducah, where your families can have the benefit of the good schools,
society and advantage of the city, you should attend this sale and
secure lots in Gregory Heights for your homes, or to sell again for big
profits. The cost of the. trip to this sale wilt be a trifle compared to
the big profits you care make on Gregory Heights lots. Remember the
time, and don't fail to come
Examine the map carefully and note Paducah's splendid, central
situation, where she has the greatest possible advantage of the main
navigable river system of the United States, and is also in line with
the great current of railroad travel and traffic between St. Louis, Cincinnati. Chicago and the great lakes of the North; and New Orleans,
the gulf, the ports of the world, and a large portion of the rapidly
growing Southern States and cities.
A FINE, PERPETUAL OPEN HARBOR.
Another of Paducah's great advantages is her year-round open
harbor. The island opposite the harbor divides the waters of the Ohio
and Tennessee, so that the water and ice of the Ohio flow by on the off
or far side of the harbor, while the warmer water of the Tennessee
flows directly into the harbor, and thus Paducah's fine harbor is kept
open and free of ice the year round.
HOW THE SALE WILL BE CONDUCTED.
This sale will be held mainly under a_large tent, with seats that
will be conifortable and restful. A large cloth map, showing the entire
property on a large scale, with the blocks in contrasting colors and the.
diniensions of the lots in plain figures, will be put up in the tent, and
each lot, as offered will be indicated by an arrow head. Each lot will
be sold with the privilege of as many adjoining lots, side or rear,
under one bid, as purchaser may desire, so that purchasers may secure,
by one bid, as much ground as they may desire, and in any shape they
may desire it. Lotewill not be sold solidly, the purpose being to reserve
a portion of each block for future sale. But ever" purchaser will have
privilege of taking, at one bid, as many lots m e solid body as desired,
even -to the half or whole of a block. Some of the lots that are in the
groves and can not be seen from the tent, will be flagged and sold
right on the ground. The purpose in announcing a three days' sale
is to have ample time for all to carefully examine the beautiful
ground and select what they want. If the third day be not needed, the
sale will close the second day; therefore all who wish to attend should
do so on the first and second days. If weather be suitabte, there will
be a sale and concert on the ground by moonlight and electric
light
Wednesday night, the 23rd, at 7 o'clock, and also at a central place
in the city Thursday night, the 24th, at 7 o'clock, so that all who
wish
to attend the sales and can not do so during.the daytime, can attend
one or both of the night sales. Notice of the regular program or
any
changes in it, will be given in the city newspapers. Broadwa
y ears
will run every ten minutes right to and from the sale without
change,
and free for all both ways.
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